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It is plants………

Any more?

In Dandelion Time,
is it ever much past

3 o'clock? 

AE

It is plants………

It is animals….

It is insects, fungi, 
micro-organisms, 
grassland, farmland, 
woodland, 
rivers………… 

……it is all living organisms and 
the places where they are 
found.

AE

BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY

BBBBe
IIIInterested
OOOOpen your eyes - look for
DDDDetails
IIIInvestigate
VVVVerges
EEEEvery creature from
RRRRooks to
SSSStarlings
IIIIs
TTTTelling
YYYYou something amazingYYYYou something amazing

BBBButtercups                                    
IIIIrises
OOOOpen your eyes
DDDDandelions
IIIIn the hedgerows
VVVViolets
EEEEach one
RRRReaching out
SSSSilently
IIIIn beauty
TTTTelling
YYYYou something amazing

BE

In Dandelion Time,
is it ever much past

It is insects, fungi, 
organisms, 

grassland, farmland, 
woodland, 
rivers………… 

……it is all living organisms and 
the places where they are 
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JANUARYJANUARYJANUARYJANUARY
ThawThawThawThaw
Snow on the patio,Snow on the patio,Snow on the patio,Snow on the patio,
on top of iceon top of iceon top of iceon top of ice
melting slowly,melting slowly,melting slowly,melting slowly,
an unfinished jigsaw;an unfinished jigsaw;an unfinished jigsaw;an unfinished jigsaw;
leafless stems shiver leafless stems shiver leafless stems shiver leafless stems shiver 
in the chilling east in the chilling east in the chilling east in the chilling east 
wind;wind;wind;wind;
leaves swoop past the leaves swoop past the leaves swoop past the leaves swoop past the 
windowswindowswindowswindows
like little birds like little birds like little birds like little birds 
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Sunday 16
west of the entrance to the Priory was 
flooded where the pond had 
overflowed. We could see something 
making waves in the water, which on 
closer inspection turned out to be a 
grass snake, a couple of feet long, 
having a good old swim. As soon as it 
saw us it shot up into the hedge” 
“I spotted a colour
sparrow in the garden. I found out later, 
that it was part of a BTO survey. The 
sparrow had been ringed as a juvenile 
on 27

like little birds like little birds like little birds like little birds 
celebratingcelebratingcelebratingcelebrating
a change in the a change in the a change in the a change in the 
weather;weather;weather;weather;
snow lingers onsnow lingers onsnow lingers onsnow lingers on
with footprintswith footprintswith footprintswith footprints
leading to the bird leading to the bird leading to the bird leading to the bird 
table.table.table.table.
The bird bath,The bird bath,The bird bath,The bird bath,
still frozen, still frozen, still frozen, still frozen, 
despite our efforts,despite our efforts,despite our efforts,despite our efforts,
ringed with snow, ringed with snow, ringed with snow, ringed with snow, 
like icing on a cake;like icing on a cake;like icing on a cake;like icing on a cake;
shrubs under a topping shrubs under a topping shrubs under a topping shrubs under a topping 
of snow,of snow,of snow,of snow,
yielding to the changeyielding to the changeyielding to the changeyielding to the change

1HB

on 27
before making its way to Hethersett.”   
AE 

yielding to the changeyielding to the changeyielding to the changeyielding to the change
in temperature.in temperature.in temperature.in temperature.
Some plants, in pots, Some plants, in pots, Some plants, in pots, Some plants, in pots, 
survivesurvivesurvivesurvive
and small, round beds,and small, round beds,and small, round beds,and small, round beds,
snowsnowsnowsnow----rimmed,rimmed,rimmed,rimmed,
waiting like themwaiting like themwaiting like themwaiting like them
for spring.for spring.for spring.for spring.
The sky is grey.The sky is grey.The sky is grey.The sky is grey.
Snowflakes drift in the Snowflakes drift in the Snowflakes drift in the Snowflakes drift in the 
airairairair
promising more to promising more to promising more to promising more to 
come,come,come,come,
ppppeeeerrrrhhhhaaaappppssss....                                                                            BBBBEEEE

Sparrow in Queens Rd 

JANUARYJANUARYJANUARYJANUARY
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Sunday 16th Jan: “ The path just to the 
west of the entrance to the Priory was 
flooded where the pond had 
overflowed. We could see something 
making waves in the water, which on 
closer inspection turned out to be a 
grass snake, a couple of feet long, 
having a good old swim. As soon as it 
saw us it shot up into the hedge” R&AC 

“I spotted a colour-ringed female 
sparrow in the garden. I found out later, 
that it was part of a BTO survey. The 
sparrow had been ringed as a juvenile 
on 27th June 2010 at Rushall, near Diss 

0.0

on 27th June 2010 at Rushall, near Diss 
before making its way to Hethersett.”   

Sparrow in Queens Rd 

AE
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“Winter Heliotrope (

in mid-January outside 32 Gt. Melton Road and will 
continue though February I expect. It
scented flowers, large long
like a pale purple coltsfoot with a similar creeping habit. It 
was introduced into the country as a garden 
plant but is now naturalised in

of the UK.”
MF

JoHo

Heliotrope (Petasites fragrans) started flowering

January outside 32 Gt. Melton Road and will 
continue though February I expect. It has pale lilac vanilla-
scented flowers, large long-stalked roundish leaves and is 

purple coltsfoot with a similar creeping habit. It 
introduced into the country as a garden 

plant but is now naturalised in certain localities 
of the UK.”.

Mistle Thrush,
Long View

JoHo
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MistletoeMistletoeMistletoeMistletoe
We found mistletoe in 
several places around 
the village (see Map 1). 
The host plants were 
apple, crab apple, 
poplar, horse-chestnut 
and rowan. One clump 
even had a mistle 
thrush tucking into 
the berries. AE, MF, RC, JoHo, the berries. AE, MF, RC, JoHo, 

JaHo, SB, PHo

Village Birds: cormorant, grey 
heron, sparrowhawk, red-legged 

AE

Village Birds: cormorant, grey 
heron, sparrowhawk, red-legged 
partridge, pheasant, black-headed 
gull, common gull, tawny owl, 
woodpigeon, collared dove, green 
woodpecker, great spotted 
woodpecker, pied wagtail, wren, 
dunnock, robin, blackbird, 
fieldfare, mistle thrush, long-tailed 
tit, coal tit, blue tit, great tit, 
treecreeper, jay, magpie, jackdaw, 
rook, carrion crow, starling, house 
sparrow, chaffinch, goldfinch, 
greenfinch, bullfinch. JaHo

JoHo

SnowdropsSnowdropsSnowdropsSnowdrops
The first flowering 
snowdrop was reported 
on the 19th in St 
Davids  Rd

“The rooks have been gathering in 
their flock and flying round and 
round above the trees, then 
taking off, all in the same 
direction – presumably for goodies 
in nearby fields.” BE 13th Jan

Green woodpecker, LongviewGreen woodpecker, LongviewGreen woodpecker, LongviewGreen woodpecker, Longview

JoHo
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FEBRUARYFEBRUARYFEBRUARYFEBRUARY

Winter GalesWinter GalesWinter GalesWinter Gales
4 4 4 4 ----7 February 7 February 7 February 7 February 
Forecast to lastForecast to lastForecast to lastForecast to last
at least two days,at least two days,at least two days,at least two days,
the heavy skiesthe heavy skiesthe heavy skiesthe heavy skies
and whipping windsand whipping windsand whipping windsand whipping winds
keep folks at home,keep folks at home,keep folks at home,keep folks at home,
the village roads deserted the village roads deserted the village roads deserted the village roads deserted ----
even Tesco has parking places!even Tesco has parking places!even Tesco has parking places!even Tesco has parking places!even Tesco has parking places!even Tesco has parking places!even Tesco has parking places!even Tesco has parking places!
The wind is fierce, The wind is fierce, The wind is fierce, The wind is fierce, 
but not too cold but not too cold but not too cold but not too cold ----
temperature above 10 Celsius.temperature above 10 Celsius.temperature above 10 Celsius.temperature above 10 Celsius.
Still, we wrap up and off we set: Still, we wrap up and off we set: Still, we wrap up and off we set: Still, we wrap up and off we set: 
ne'er cast a clout, ne'er cast a clout, ne'er cast a clout, ne'er cast a clout, the saying goes.the saying goes.the saying goes.the saying goes.
The sky is low and muddyThe sky is low and muddyThe sky is low and muddyThe sky is low and muddy----coloured; coloured; coloured; coloured; 
the wind gusting, the wind gusting, the wind gusting, the wind gusting, 
threatening the tubs on the patio; threatening the tubs on the patio; threatening the tubs on the patio; threatening the tubs on the patio; 
the hanging basketsthe hanging basketsthe hanging basketsthe hanging baskets
swinging on their chains:swinging on their chains:swinging on their chains:swinging on their chains:
no damage done, as yet.no damage done, as yet.no damage done, as yet.no damage done, as yet.
Later, driving home from shopping,Later, driving home from shopping,Later, driving home from shopping,Later, driving home from shopping,
car lights on at 2 o'clock.car lights on at 2 o'clock.car lights on at 2 o'clock.car lights on at 2 o'clock.
Like nightLike nightLike nightLike night----timetimetimetime, we agree., we agree., we agree., we agree.
Indoors, we hear the rush and rattleIndoors, we hear the rush and rattleIndoors, we hear the rush and rattleIndoors, we hear the rush and rattle
as the gale sways the tall trees,as the gale sways the tall trees,as the gale sways the tall trees,as the gale sways the tall trees,

1HB

as the gale sways the tall trees,as the gale sways the tall trees,as the gale sways the tall trees,as the gale sways the tall trees,
shakes shrubsshakes shrubsshakes shrubsshakes shrubs
and whistles in the air vents.and whistles in the air vents.and whistles in the air vents.and whistles in the air vents.
It doesn't stop, this wind,It doesn't stop, this wind,It doesn't stop, this wind,It doesn't stop, this wind,
not only does it gust and rumble,not only does it gust and rumble,not only does it gust and rumble,not only does it gust and rumble,
tug at our clothestug at our clothestug at our clothestug at our clothes
and  buffet garden plants, and  buffet garden plants, and  buffet garden plants, and  buffet garden plants, 
but blows and blowsbut blows and blowsbut blows and blowsbut blows and blows
and blows and blows,and blows and blows,and blows and blows,and blows and blows,
leaving us longing for the calm of leaving us longing for the calm of leaving us longing for the calm of leaving us longing for the calm of 
better days.better days.better days.better days.
BEBEBEBE

Partial albino blackbird
[Note from RSPB: Albinism and leucism is common in 
blackbirds, but there are even more that are "partially 
albino" e.g. white head, or white patches on the wings

FEBRUARYFEBRUARYFEBRUARYFEBRUARY
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A partial albino blackbird moved in 
to Firs Rd; blackbirds tucked in to 
holly berries in Haconsfield and in 
Lynch Green a honey bee was 
already hard at work. The first 
brimstone butterfly was spotted 
flying between the Queens Head 
and Haconsfield on the 24th and 
coltsfoot bloomed in Back Lane.

1HB
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0.0

1

coltsfoot bloomed in Back Lane.
TH, MF, CM, AE

TH
Coltsfoot, Coltsfoot, Coltsfoot, Coltsfoot, 

Tussilago farfaraTussilago farfaraTussilago farfaraTussilago farfara
Back Lane. The Back Lane. The Back Lane. The Back Lane. The 

leaves make a good leaves make a good leaves make a good leaves make a good 
ccccoooouuuugggghhhh    mmmmeeeeddddiiiicccciiiinnnneeee!!!!

AE

Albinism and leucism is common in 
blackbirds, but there are even more that are "partially 
albino" e.g. white head, or white patches on the wings]
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Blackbird 
(female) AE

Frog AE

Kestrel
JN
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Toads, 
Great Melton Rd

AE AE
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Planters, Oak Planters, Oak Planters, Oak Planters, Oak 
SquareSquareSquareSquare

A show of colour: A show of colour: A show of colour: A show of colour: 
yellow, pink, purple, yellow, pink, purple, yellow, pink, purple, yellow, pink, purple, 

orange,orange,orange,orange,
replacing the tab ends,replacing the tab ends,replacing the tab ends,replacing the tab ends,

sweetie papers,sweetie papers,sweetie papers,sweetie papers,
cold chipscold chipscold chipscold chips
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cold chipscold chipscold chipscold chips
and Cola cans and Cola cans and Cola cans and Cola cans ----

the harvest of the winter the harvest of the winter the harvest of the winter the harvest of the winter 
monthsmonthsmonthsmonths

outside the chippy,outside the chippy,outside the chippy,outside the chippy,
despite the litter bin.despite the litter bin.despite the litter bin.despite the litter bin.
Now “TêteNow “TêteNow “TêteNow “Tête----àààà----Tête” Tête” Tête” Tête” 

daffodils,daffodils,daffodils,daffodils,
tulips in colours good tulips in colours good tulips in colours good tulips in colours good 

enough to eat,enough to eat,enough to eat,enough to eat,
longlonglonglong----lasting irises,lasting irises,lasting irises,lasting irises,

still holding their own,still holding their own,still holding their own,still holding their own,
compete for the bestcompete for the bestcompete for the bestcompete for the best----inininin----

show!show!show!show!

BEBEBEBE

4th March: Siskins were spotted at the 
top of Cedar Rd; 7
first comma of the year at 35 Queens 
Rd. This was followed by the first small 
tortoiseshell on the 12
the first reports of frog spawn were 
arriving from Queens Rd and Central 
Close. Blackbirds were seen gathering 
moss and a bullfinch was observed in 

1HB

moss and a bullfinch was observed in 
Cedar Rd (opposite the remains of the 
old orchard).
AE, CW, SK, RS

Frog spawn, Queens Rd

AE
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Date

March: Siskins were spotted at the 
top of Cedar Rd; 7th March heralded the 
first comma of the year at 35 Queens 
Rd. This was followed by the first small 
tortoiseshell on the 12th.  By the 14th, 
the first reports of frog spawn were 
arriving from Queens Rd and Central 
Close. Blackbirds were seen gathering 
moss and a bullfinch was observed in 
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moss and a bullfinch was observed in 
Cedar Rd (opposite the remains of the 
old orchard).
AE, CW, SK, RS

Comma, Firs Rd

TH
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Nesting Time, Wood HallNesting Time, Wood HallNesting Time, Wood HallNesting Time, Wood Hall

They're finding their mates again, They're finding their mates again, They're finding their mates again, They're finding their mates again, 
ready for the babyready for the babyready for the babyready for the baby----boom, coming boom, coming boom, coming boom, coming 

soon.soon.soon.soon.
A month behind this year,A month behind this year,A month behind this year,A month behind this year,

after snow and freezing days,after snow and freezing days,after snow and freezing days,after snow and freezing days,
collecting twigs and moss for their collecting twigs and moss for their collecting twigs and moss for their collecting twigs and moss for their 

nests.nests.nests.nests.
At 5 a.m. they're galumphing along At 5 a.m. they're galumphing along At 5 a.m. they're galumphing along At 5 a.m. they're galumphing along 

the rooftops,the rooftops,the rooftops,the rooftops,
waking their human neighbours!waking their human neighbours!waking their human neighbours!waking their human neighbours!
Kaah! KaahKaah! KaahKaah! KaahKaah! Kaah! calling as they go,! calling as they go,! calling as they go,! calling as they go,

flying out for food.flying out for food.flying out for food.flying out for food.
The clamour from the nurseryThe clamour from the nurseryThe clamour from the nurseryThe clamour from the nursery

BEBEBEBE

The clamour from the nurseryThe clamour from the nurseryThe clamour from the nurseryThe clamour from the nursery
rackets out over the housesrackets out over the housesrackets out over the housesrackets out over the houses
and the wood, nonand the wood, nonand the wood, nonand the wood, non----stop,stop,stop,stop,

where, in the tallest, stillwhere, in the tallest, stillwhere, in the tallest, stillwhere, in the tallest, still----bare trees,bare trees,bare trees,bare trees,
their rickety nests appear day by their rickety nests appear day by their rickety nests appear day by their rickety nests appear day by 

day.day.day.day.
As darkness comes on, As darkness comes on, As darkness comes on, As darkness comes on, 

they  flock together noisily,they  flock together noisily,they  flock together noisily,they  flock together noisily,
silhouettes against the evening sky,silhouettes against the evening sky,silhouettes against the evening sky,silhouettes against the evening sky,

preparing to roostpreparing to roostpreparing to roostpreparing to roost. . . . 

Primroses in 
Haconsfield

18th March: A skylark put on a fine 
display near Ketts oak. 22nd March: 
primroses were in flower in Haconsfield primroses were in flower in Haconsfield 
whilst bird-cherry and willow were 
blossoming in Steepletower. CW, AE

Sallow (“Pussy willow”) in Ullswater

AE

7th March: “Rooks have started 
building their nests; at 5 am on the 
8th they were out in force picking 
small branches for their nests from 
the oak tree in the garden of no. 12 
Firs Rd and also from the birch trees 
in Howes Close. They seem to be 
coming home around 5pm, 
assembling for their nightly roost in 
large numbers.” RB, Firs Rd “There’s 
millions of them!” EE, Firs Rd. 

Primroses in 
Haconsfield

primroses were in flower in Haconsfield 

AE

primroses were in flower in Haconsfield 

Sallow (“Pussy willow”) in Ullswater

“There’s a bumble bee on my 
pulmonaria.” CM 15th March

12



25
29
Green. JRe
“If you have money in your pocket when you 
hear the first cuckoo then you will have wealth 
all year”

Toad spawn strings

AE

“A female black redstart was seen in 
the front garden of 3 Pond Close. The 
bird spent about 15 minutes 
searching recently dug earth in new 
flower borders.” JP 27

On the 30th March, the first chiffchaff of the 
year was heard at Two Hoots in Cedar Rd 
and the first blackthorn in flower was seen 
on the track to the parish pit. RS, AE

Blackthorn

Blackbirds were busy building a 
nest in Queens Rd. It was quite a 

complicated   procedure : a soft mossy base, 
a main structure of grass, a mud lining and 
finally a layer of fine grass to finish off. 

Construction took eight days and the eggs 
started arriving about a week later.

AE                     

Blackthorn

25th March: Toad spawn in New Rd. LD
29th March: First cuckoo heard in Lynch 
Green. JRe
“If you have money in your pocket when you 
hear the first cuckoo then you will have wealth 
all year”

Toad spawn strings

“A female black redstart was seen in 
the front garden of 3 Pond Close. The 
bird spent about 15 minutes 
searching recently dug earth in new 
flower borders.” JP 27th March

March, the first chiffchaff of the 
year was heard at Two Hoots in Cedar Rd 
and the first blackthorn in flower was seen 

Blackbirds were busy building a 
nest in Queens Rd. It was quite a 

complicated   procedure : a soft mossy base, 
a main structure of grass, a mud lining and 
finally a layer of fine grass to finish off. 

Construction took eight days and the eggs 
started arriving about a week later.

AE

HW
AE
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AE

Chaffinch, Queens Rd

Green Woodpecker
Long View

JoHo

Chaffinch, Queens Rd

Starling
Queens Rd AE

Green Woodpecker
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A HEDGEHOG NAMED HARRY

Late one evening in November 2010 after there had been an 
early snowfall, I found a small hedgehog curled up in the snow 
beside our pond.  He, maybe she, I cannot sex hedgehogs, 
weighed just 250 grams.  At this low weight he would not 
survive the winter if left outside.  I contacted the Hedgehog 
Rescue lady but she already had 82 little hogs to be cared for 
over winter and couldn’t take any more.  With her help I agreed 
to try and over-winter Harry.

Harry spent the winter in a cat box, first in our kitchen to 
gently warm him and then transferred to the cooler utility 
room.  He was fed twice a day on Whiskas chicken supermeat 
and being a messy little chap he needed to have his box cleaned and being a messy little chap he needed to have his box cleaned 
out daily.  He was weighed weekly.  He steadily gained weight 
from 377 grams at the beginning of January 2011 to 906 grams 
at the end of February.  He was now very active and each day 
trashed his bed, nature obviously called and he wanted to go.  
Although he had now reached a weight when he could survive 
outside, it was far too cold to give him his freedom.  Hedgehog 
Rescue suggested that I kept him in an outside shed for a little 
longer until the weather improved.

In one week his weight fell from 906 grams to 672 grams which 
was very worrying.  He then started to gain a little weight and 
by March 16th he weighed 769 grams.  Still below a desired 
release-weight but by now the weather had improved, natural 
food was available and he really wanted to go.

Harry was released into a quiet, safe garden on March 16
2011.  We all hoped that he soon found a mate and spent the 
summer around the garden eating all the slugs and snails for 
the owner.                                                                

A HEDGEHOG NAMED HARRY

Late one evening in November 2010 after there had been an 
early snowfall, I found a small hedgehog curled up in the snow 
beside our pond.  He, maybe she, I cannot sex hedgehogs, 
weighed just 250 grams.  At this low weight he would not 
survive the winter if left outside.  I contacted the Hedgehog 
Rescue lady but she already had 82 little hogs to be cared for 
over winter and couldn’t take any more.  With her help I agreed 

winter Harry.

Harry spent the winter in a cat box, first in our kitchen to 
gently warm him and then transferred to the cooler utility 
room.  He was fed twice a day on Whiskas chicken supermeat 
and being a messy little chap he needed to have his box cleaned and being a messy little chap he needed to have his box cleaned 
out daily.  He was weighed weekly.  He steadily gained weight 
from 377 grams at the beginning of January 2011 to 906 grams 
at the end of February.  He was now very active and each day 
trashed his bed, nature obviously called and he wanted to go.  
Although he had now reached a weight when he could survive 
outside, it was far too cold to give him his freedom.  Hedgehog 
Rescue suggested that I kept him in an outside shed for a little 
longer until the weather improved.

In one week his weight fell from 906 grams to 672 grams which 
was very worrying.  He then started to gain a little weight and 

he weighed 769 grams.  Still below a desired 
weight but by now the weather had improved, natural 

food was available and he really wanted to go.

Harry was released into a quiet, safe garden on March 16th

2011.  We all hoped that he soon found a mate and spent the 
summer around the garden eating all the slugs and snails for 
the owner.                                                                SC

Harry
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APRILAPRILAPRILAPRIL

SpringSpringSpringSpring
At first, the slow awakening,At first, the slow awakening,At first, the slow awakening,At first, the slow awakening,
stealing up, almost overnight,stealing up, almost overnight,stealing up, almost overnight,stealing up, almost overnight,
catching us unawares catching us unawares catching us unawares catching us unawares ----
not truly, but just noticednot truly, but just noticednot truly, but just noticednot truly, but just noticed
in a busy life.in a busy life.in a busy life.in a busy life.

Next time we look closer Next time we look closer Next time we look closer Next time we look closer 
0
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Next time we look closer Next time we look closer Next time we look closer Next time we look closer 
only to find new surprisesonly to find new surprisesonly to find new surprisesonly to find new surprises
hidden under shrubs hidden under shrubs hidden under shrubs hidden under shrubs ----
each beautiful in its own way,each beautiful in its own way,each beautiful in its own way,each beautiful in its own way,
struggling to claim a place,struggling to claim a place,struggling to claim a place,struggling to claim a place,
in the lightin the lightin the lightin the light----burst we call burst we call burst we call burst we call 
Spring;Spring;Spring;Spring;
colours to delight,colours to delight,colours to delight,colours to delight,
sometimes not what we expect sometimes not what we expect sometimes not what we expect sometimes not what we expect ----
a glorious mutation to wonder a glorious mutation to wonder a glorious mutation to wonder a glorious mutation to wonder 
at!at!at!at!

The wind tosses the The wind tosses the The wind tosses the The wind tosses the host host host host of of of of 
William's poem,William's poem,William's poem,William's poem,
bending the stems, laying the bending the stems, laying the bending the stems, laying the bending the stems, laying the 
flowers low.flowers low.flowers low.flowers low.

The season moves on,The season moves on,The season moves on,The season moves on,

1HB

3rd April:
the Parish Pit walk (Map 5) today: 
brimstone, small tortoiseshell and 
female orange tip. 
6th April:
and greenfinches were helping 
themselves to sheep’s wool and dog 
hair for nest building. 
8th April
in the Memorial Playing Field, while a 
holly blue enjoyed the sunshine in 
Queens Rd. AE
10

The season moves on,The season moves on,The season moves on,The season moves on,
its profusion fading in its profusion fading in its profusion fading in its profusion fading in 
memory, memory, memory, memory, 
how it lifted the heart to fresh how it lifted the heart to fresh how it lifted the heart to fresh how it lifted the heart to fresh 
hope.hope.hope.hope. BEBEBEBE

HW

10th

other side of the B1172 (Map 2), going 
clockwise, from the entry point near 
Wood Hall, there were several skylarks 
singing and, in the hedgerow past the 
back of Park Farm, a pair of 
yellowhammers. TH 

APRILAPRILAPRILAPRIL
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April: A good butterfly display on 
the Parish Pit walk (Map 5) today: 
brimstone, small tortoiseshell and 
female orange tip. 

April: In Queens Rd, goldfinches 
and greenfinches were helping 
themselves to sheep’s wool and dog 
hair for nest building. 

April: A pair of orange tips fluttered 
in the Memorial Playing Field, while a 
holly blue enjoyed the sunshine in 
Queens Rd. AE

April: On the circular walk on the 

Holly blue  AE

th April: On the circular walk on the 
other side of the B1172 (Map 2), going 
clockwise, from the entry point near 
Wood Hall, there were several skylarks 
singing and, in the hedgerow past the 
back of Park Farm, a pair of 
yellowhammers. TH 
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MAP 2: Park Farm Walk

Wood Hall

Park Farm

Planet Farm

MAP 2: Park Farm Walk

Wood Hall Old Hall 
School

Permissive 
Path

Entry/exit point

0 ¼ mile
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Firs Facts
A 40 metre length and last remaining remnant of an 
enclosure (or even older) hedge and ditch (dry) still forms 
the southwest boundary of 20, Firs Road.  Before building 
development in Hethersett, it formed part of the boundary 
of a field known as Long Six Acres, meeting the boundary 
with Wood Hall.
The hedge includes hazel, field maple, elder, hop, 

bramble, holly, ash, crab apple, hawthorn, dogwood, 
honeysuckle, dog rose, blackthorn, common oak, white 
bryony and ivy.
The bank includes bush vetch, greater stitchwort, red 

dead nettle, white dead nettle, nettle, cuckoo pint, dog’s 
mercury, cow parsley, curled dock, dog violet, garlic mercury, cow parsley, curled dock, dog violet, garlic 
mustard, buttercup, speedwell, plantain, hogweed, common 
chickweed, and goose grass .           TH

TH

Stitchwort, Firs Rd

I went to get petrol at Thickthorn this morning and was 
astounded by the blue 'froth' on the banks and 
the roundabout where normally I'd expect to see green the roundabout where normally I'd expect to see green 
grass. It's a weenie forget-me
books is known as 'Early flowering forget

grows on dry, shallow, sandy soils throughout lowland Britain.
scientific name is Myosotis ramosissima 

MF April 8

Early flowering
forget-me

M.hispida) and can be anything between 2 and 25cm in 
height. I was surprised but it was a glorious sunny
morning and the blue haze was particularly evident.

Firs Facts
A 40 metre length and last remaining remnant of an 
enclosure (or even older) hedge and ditch (dry) still forms 
the southwest boundary of 20, Firs Road.  Before building 
development in Hethersett, it formed part of the boundary 
of a field known as Long Six Acres, meeting the boundary 

The hedge includes hazel, field maple, elder, hop, 
bramble, holly, ash, crab apple, hawthorn, dogwood, 
honeysuckle, dog rose, blackthorn, common oak, white 

The bank includes bush vetch, greater stitchwort, red 
dead nettle, white dead nettle, nettle, cuckoo pint, dog’s 
mercury, cow parsley, curled dock, dog violet, garlic mercury, cow parsley, curled dock, dog violet, garlic 
mustard, buttercup, speedwell, plantain, hogweed, common 
chickweed, and goose grass .           TH

went to get petrol at Thickthorn this morning and was 
astounded by the blue 'froth' on the banks and 

roundabout where normally I'd expect to see green 

Dog’s 
Mercury

AE

roundabout where normally I'd expect to see green 
me-not which according to the 

'Early flowering forget-me-not' which
grows on dry, shallow, sandy soils throughout lowland Britain. Its  

Myosotis ramosissima (previously

MF April 8th

Early flowering
me-not

) and can be anything between 2 and 25cm in 
I was surprised but it was a glorious sunny

morning and the blue haze was particularly evident.
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Have you noticed the lady’s-smock
the south side of the old A11 under the hedge the far side of 

Park Farm?  A few years back there were just a few plants there 
with their pale lilac-pink flowers but this year there is a distinct 
band of them for about 100 yards with odd flowers showing 

further along the road towards Wymondham.  This is a plant that 
likes damp places.  Maybe it does well in that spot in a north

facing position, out of the sun.  It belongs to the same family as 
watercress and in fact the leaves are similar in shape and can be 

eaten in place of watercress.  “Large patches which are 
occasionally white are said to resemble linen bleaching in the sun 
which might be the origin of the name Lady’s
according to the notes of Franklyn Perring and Max Walters in 
The Macmillan Field Guide to

AE

Lady’s-smock (cuckooflower) Wild tulip (surrounded by nettles)

“We have found a colony of wild tulips in woodland on the 
outskirts of Hethersett. Tulipa sylvestris, 
native but was introduced to Britain from southern Europe 
over 400 years ago.  It quickly naturalised and is now widely 
accepted as Britain's wild tulip.  It is a beautiful lemon yellow 
tulip with pointed petals and is sweetly scented.  In Norfolk it 
is found at Reymerston were it has been known for 40 years, at 
Lakenham where a 19th century colony is now in the grounds 
of county hall, and also near Cromer where it has been known 
since 1831 but we think our record is new.   Interestingly, in 
some wildflower books, wild tulip is listed as growing in dry, 
grassy bare places which couldn't be much further from the 
woodland conditions where this latest colony was discovered.” 
B&JP

smock or cuckooflower growing along 
the south side of the old A11 under the hedge the far side of 

Park Farm?  A few years back there were just a few plants there 
pink flowers but this year there is a distinct 

band of them for about 100 yards with odd flowers showing 
further along the road towards Wymondham.  This is a plant that 

places.  Maybe it does well in that spot in a north-
facing position, out of the sun.  It belongs to the same family as 
watercress and in fact the leaves are similar in shape and can be 

eaten in place of watercress.  “Large patches which are 
occasionally white are said to resemble linen bleaching in the sun 
which might be the origin of the name Lady’s-smock”  This is 
according to the notes of Franklyn Perring and Max Walters in 

Macmillan Field Guide to British Flowers published 1989.

MF April 8thMF April 8th

AE

Wild tulip (surrounded by nettles)

“We have found a colony of wild tulips in woodland on the 
Tulipa sylvestris, is not actually a 

native but was introduced to Britain from southern Europe 
over 400 years ago.  It quickly naturalised and is now widely 
accepted as Britain's wild tulip.  It is a beautiful lemon yellow 
tulip with pointed petals and is sweetly scented.  In Norfolk it 
is found at Reymerston were it has been known for 40 years, at 
Lakenham where a 19th century colony is now in the grounds 
of county hall, and also near Cromer where it has been known 
since 1831 but we think our record is new.   Interestingly, in 
some wildflower books, wild tulip is listed as growing in dry, 
grassy bare places which couldn't be much further from the 
woodland conditions where this latest colony was discovered.” 
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“Parson

Stitchwort and alexanders (behind) on Suckling 
Lane

Arum lily
“Parson-in-the-pulpit”

AE

Hawthorn in blossom, 
23rd April

Stitchwort and alexanders (behind) on Suckling 

AE
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MAP 3: Kissing Alley Walk

Queens 
Head

The fruiting bodies of giant horsetail

Bluebells and 
ransoms

AE

MAP 3: Kissing Alley Walk

Church

Farm

Public Footpath

Entry/exit point

Lesser celandine

0 ¼ mile
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AE

This pile of 
feathers was one of my regular 

collared doves caught and eaten by 
a sparrowhawk in my garden. A sad 

day for me as I know all the 
doves who come to my garden 
and they are almost tame.

CT

CCCCTTTT

The Queens Rd 
sparrows cool off 
in the pond

AEAEAEAE

Wren

This pile of 
feathers was one of my regular 

collared doves caught and eaten by 
a sparrowhawk in my garden. A sad 

day for me as I know all the 
doves who come to my garden 
and they are almost tame.
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The warm weather in April brought a fruit fly invasion 
to Hethersett which was reported in the EDP 
(9/4/11). Other insects were doing well too……..

And my masonry 
bees… CT, Central 

Close

AE

Hornet Hornet 

AE

The warm weather in April brought a fruit fly invasion 
to Hethersett which was reported in the EDP 
(9/4/11). Other insects were doing well too……..

Come and see the 
wasp nest in my 
porch! JWr, Gt 
Melton Rd

CT

“I had two successful emergences of 

Meanwhile a hornet helped 
itself to a Queens Rd shed 
and St. Mark’s fly put in an 
early appearance on the 16th

April (St. Mark’s day is 
actually on the 25th April).   

AE

“I had two successful emergences of 
masonry bees from two bee boxes 
even though they were plugged in 
with concrete-like soil”
EH, Central Cres.
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MAP 4: Wong Farm Walk

0 ¼ mile

30th April: The exceptionally dry spring meant that swallows 
around Wong Farm struggled to find mud for their nests. 
I watched a hare dash across the parched fields.  CW

AE

MAP 4: Wong Farm Walk

Permissive 
bridleway

April: The exceptionally dry spring meant that swallows 
around Wong Farm struggled to find mud for their nests. 
I watched a hare dash across the parched fields.  CW

AE

Entry/exit point
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MAYMAYMAYMAY

Oak was in leaf  by 20th April 

Ash before oak, we’re in for a soak, 
Oak before ash, we’re in for a splash
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FoundFoundFoundFound
A nest A nest A nest A nest ----

fallen from the apple tree, fallen from the apple tree, fallen from the apple tree, fallen from the apple tree, 
so beautiful,so beautiful,so beautiful,so beautiful,

so delicately constructed,so delicately constructed,so delicately constructed,so delicately constructed,
so lovingly prepared for the so lovingly prepared for the so lovingly prepared for the so lovingly prepared for the 

brood to come.brood to come.brood to come.brood to come.
The gusting winds,The gusting winds,The gusting winds,The gusting winds,

tossing the leaves from the tossing the leaves from the tossing the leaves from the tossing the leaves from the 
trees,trees,trees,trees,

Oak was in leaf  by 20th April 
but ash didn’t get its foliage 

until 22nd May. 
A dry summer to come?
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1HB

trees,trees,trees,trees,
enough to tear it from its enough to tear it from its enough to tear it from its enough to tear it from its 

branch.branch.branch.branch.
The empty bowl fits into my The empty bowl fits into my The empty bowl fits into my The empty bowl fits into my 

hand:hand:hand:hand:
moss, grass, lichen,moss, grass, lichen,moss, grass, lichen,moss, grass, lichen,

cat hairs, coconut fibres, cat hairs, coconut fibres, cat hairs, coconut fibres, cat hairs, coconut fibres, 
white hairs white hairs white hairs white hairs ---- mine, perhaps mine, perhaps mine, perhaps mine, perhaps ----
tiny feathers, soft and cosy, tiny feathers, soft and cosy, tiny feathers, soft and cosy, tiny feathers, soft and cosy, 

lining the nestlining the nestlining the nestlining the nest
never to be home to a chaffinch never to be home to a chaffinch never to be home to a chaffinch never to be home to a chaffinch 

family.family.family.family.
BEBEBEBE

……. and 
goldfinch 
nest found 
on the 
Memorial 
Playing 
Field

MAYMAYMAYMAY

Ash before oak, we’re in for a soak, 
Oak before ash, we’re in for a splash
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Brownie Brownie Brownie Brownie 
holiday!holiday!holiday!holiday!
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Chaffinch nest 
found in Firs 
Rd……..

Gone with the wind…….
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……. and 
goldfinch 
nest found 
on the 
Memorial 
Playing 
Field
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AE

Collared dove AE

Large red damselfly (male)

AE

Grey squirrel AE

Collared dove AE

6th May: Swifts arrive at the 
Old Norwich Rd/Queens Rd 
junction AR ….and they’re nesting 
in my roof. AE

6th May: A robin fledgling 
appears in Queens Rd. AE

7th May: Damselflies emerge in 
New Rd and a  heron is spotted. 
C&LD

10th May: Pipistrelle bats are 
detected in the Memorial Playing 
Field AE and a buzzard flies over 
Jaguar Rd. J&BP

AE

Great spotted woodpecker

28
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“I saw goldfinches in the loke today

“Have you noticed how the white hawthorn 

Young 
dunnock

“Have you noticed how the white hawthorn 
always flowers before the pink?”

Goldfinch, PG-F
“There were more than 20 rooks and 

jackdaws in my garden today
out two slices of bread!” 

“I was watching the TV last night. The 
windows were open upstairs. Next thing a 
bat came flying down the staircase!” 

And so ended the driest May since the notoriously dry May of 
1893. There was virtually no rain until the 26
Before then we only had around 5mm. Temperatures were 
around 2oC higher than the average for the time of year.

Rook

22nd May: Loads of fledglings in 
Queens Rd: blackbirds, starlings, 
blue tits, great tits, more 
blackbirds, dunnocks, 
greenfinches, chaffinches.

29th May: First baby sparrow 
appears. 

“I saw goldfinches in the loke today- it 
was the first time in ages!” 

RF 25th May

“Have you noticed how the white hawthorn “Have you noticed how the white hawthorn 
always flowers before the pink?”

MF 25th May

“There were more than 20 rooks and 
jackdaws in my garden today– I’d only put 

out two slices of bread!” 
AR 28th May

“I was watching the TV last night. The 
windows were open upstairs. Next thing a 
bat came flying down the staircase!” 

AR 31st May

And so ended the driest May since the notoriously dry May of 
1893. There was virtually no rain until the 26th and the 30th. 
Before then we only had around 5mm. Temperatures were 

C higher than the average for the time of year.

AE
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JUNEJUNEJUNEJUNE
Open Gardens Day, 5Open Gardens Day, 5Open Gardens Day, 5Open Gardens Day, 5thththth JuneJuneJuneJune

A lovely day, with a cool breeze just right A lovely day, with a cool breeze just right A lovely day, with a cool breeze just right A lovely day, with a cool breeze just right 
for walking round the seventeen open for walking round the seventeen open for walking round the seventeen open for walking round the seventeen open 
gardens,gardens,gardens,gardens,
each one with a scarecrow at the door,each one with a scarecrow at the door,each one with a scarecrow at the door,each one with a scarecrow at the door,
each one unique to its owners, their interests, each one unique to its owners, their interests, each one unique to its owners, their interests, each one unique to its owners, their interests, 
their passions, their pride.their passions, their pride.their passions, their pride.their passions, their pride.
Colourful borders with annuals, perennials,Colourful borders with annuals, perennials,Colourful borders with annuals, perennials,Colourful borders with annuals, perennials,
trees and shrubs, veg. and fruit:trees and shrubs, veg. and fruit:trees and shrubs, veg. and fruit:trees and shrubs, veg. and fruit:
an old Norfolk variety apple tree, youngeran old Norfolk variety apple tree, youngeran old Norfolk variety apple tree, youngeran old Norfolk variety apple tree, younger
than a Bramley planted over thirty years than a Bramley planted over thirty years than a Bramley planted over thirty years than a Bramley planted over thirty years 
ago! ago! ago! ago! 
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ago! ago! ago! ago! 
Birds and wildlifeBirds and wildlifeBirds and wildlifeBirds and wildlife----friendly plots, friendly plots, friendly plots, friendly plots, 
dogs and chickens, greenhouses, dogs and chickens, greenhouses, dogs and chickens, greenhouses, dogs and chickens, greenhouses, 
water butts, raised beds.water butts, raised beds.water butts, raised beds.water butts, raised beds.
A grass maze and children's play areas.A grass maze and children's play areas.A grass maze and children's play areas.A grass maze and children's play areas.
A sunken garden, cascaded ponds, A sunken garden, cascaded ponds, A sunken garden, cascaded ponds, A sunken garden, cascaded ponds, 
sculptures,sculptures,sculptures,sculptures,
goldfish, a lake goldfish, a lake goldfish, a lake goldfish, a lake ---- all quiet places to relax.all quiet places to relax.all quiet places to relax.all quiet places to relax.
A lime tree avenue, the haunt of beesA lime tree avenue, the haunt of beesA lime tree avenue, the haunt of beesA lime tree avenue, the haunt of bees
from the Hall's beehive, home to 60,000 bees!from the Hall's beehive, home to 60,000 bees!from the Hall's beehive, home to 60,000 bees!from the Hall's beehive, home to 60,000 bees!
The largest swamp cypress in Norfolk and a The largest swamp cypress in Norfolk and a The largest swamp cypress in Norfolk and a The largest swamp cypress in Norfolk and a 
subsubsubsub----tropical garden with palms, tropical garden with palms, tropical garden with palms, tropical garden with palms, 
bananas, ferns and bamboos.bananas, ferns and bamboos.bananas, ferns and bamboos.bananas, ferns and bamboos.
Worm tea Worm tea Worm tea Worm tea ---- an acquired taste an acquired taste an acquired taste an acquired taste ----
and real tea and cakes sustaining the and real tea and cakes sustaining the and real tea and cakes sustaining the and real tea and cakes sustaining the 
visitors,visitors,visitors,visitors,
all making the Open Gardens Day all making the Open Gardens Day all making the Open Gardens Day all making the Open Gardens Day 
a Great Day Out!a Great Day Out!a Great Day Out!a Great Day Out! BE

1HB

HW

a Great Day Out!a Great Day Out!a Great Day Out!a Great Day Out! BE

Have you seen the red  haze at 
Beckhithe?
CW 2nd June

8th June: It was a proud day when 
blue tits chose to nest in a HEAT box 
and produce a large brood. AE

10th June: Two great black
gulls landed in Central Close. “They’re 
huge and eating chicken skins. At first 
I thought they were albatrosses!” SK

10th June: “I’ve got a quail in my back 
garden!” FK

JUNEJUNEJUNEJUNE
A dripping June

Brings all things in tune
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Young quail, Haconsfield

Have you seen the red  haze at 

AE

31

It was a proud day when 
blue tits chose to nest in a HEAT box 
and produce a large brood. AE

Two great black-backed 
gulls landed in Central Close. “They’re 
huge and eating chicken skins. At first 
I thought they were albatrosses!” SK

“I’ve got a quail in my back 



“We have found 15 bee 
orchids in our back lawn for 
the first time in 21 years 
living here on New Road. I 
think it may be as we have 
not cut  the grass much this 
year.”

EL 4th June

PG-F

A young blue tit in Queens Rd

TH

A bee sips on a blackberry 
flower in Firs Rd

EL

A bee sips on a blackberry 
flower in Firs Rd
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I found this insect attached to the 
back of a bee floating in water.  
Unfortunately, the bee did not survive 
but the insect did!  The insect was a 
gunmetal colour with brown wings.

A woodmouse picks up spilt bird food 
in Queens Rd. 

“I knew there was a wren around here 
somewhere.  I kept looking in the bushes…..”

AE

gunmetal colour with brown wings.

JHa

JHa

It’s a summer chafer which feeds on 
vegetation so would not have killed 
the bee, just used it as a raft.  

A wren ‘s nest in a 
roosting pouch at 
the top of a 
pergola, Park Close

TH

A woodmouse picks up spilt bird food 
in Queens Rd. AE 18th June

“I knew there was a wren around here 
somewhere.  I kept looking in the bushes…..”

JG 21st June

The white spider I noticed on a 
garden plant today. Have you any  

idea? JHa

A crab spider

AE

A wren ‘s nest in a 
roosting pouch at 
the top of a 
pergola, Park Close

“This evening I pictured a 
hedgehog on my compost heap!
Tuesday I saw a deer (muntjac) 
in the Wood Hall field adjoining 
the bottom of my garden, but I 
shall be lucky to get a picture.” 
TH 16th June

JHa
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June was a good month for moths…………

“What on earth is 
that? I thought”
CO 21st June

A privet hawkmoth in 
Mill Rd

AE

AE

A wave moth in 
Firs RdI put a metal 

2cm. So teeny-tiny!

ruler alongside and 
found it to be around 

JHa

June was a good month for moths…………

At first I thought it 

AE AE

At first I thought it 
was a dropping” 
JG 21st June

A elephant hawkmoth emerges 
from its pupa in Park Close 

into this…..

A wave moth in 
Firs Rd

JHa
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The house martins in Steepletower were kept 
busy…………

Hungry chicks The adult arrives…Hungry chicks The adult arrives…

And there were plenty of other young birds about………

Do you 
come 
here 
often?

“I couldn’t stop watching the birds 

AE

A young sparrow 
suns itself on a 
shed roof in Queens 
Rd.

“I couldn’t stop watching the birds 
in the garden 
until 10 am!” PF

18181818th th th th June:June:June:June:
back legs.” CW Queens Rd

22222222ndndndnd June:June:June:June:
the garden.” FK, Haconsfield

23232323rdrdrdrd June:June:June:June:
my back garden . One seems mature in 
size, the other, smaller. No trace of quail 
unfortunately.” FK Haconsfield

The house martins in Steepletower were kept 
busy…………

The adult arrives…
… and delivers 

the foodThe adult arrives… the food

And there were plenty of other young birds about………

AE

AE

“I couldn’t stop watching the birds “I couldn’t stop watching the birds 
in the garden - I didn’t get to work 
until 10 am!” PF-G, Queens Rd

June:June:June:June: “My tadpoles have developed 
back legs.” CW Queens Rd

June:June:June:June: “I have a pair of nuthatches in 
the garden.” FK, Haconsfield

June:June:June:June: 5.45pm “There are hedgehogs in  
my back garden . One seems mature in 
size, the other, smaller. No trace of quail 
unfortunately.” FK Haconsfield
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MAP 5: Parish Pit and around

A lovely day for a walk…………

Ringlet AE

Six-spot burnet 
moth on marsh 
thistle

AE

0 1/2 mile

MAP 5: Parish Pit and around

A lovely day for a walk…………

Permissive  Path

Entry/exit point

Spotted 
orchid

spot burnet 
moth on marsh 
thistle

AE
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Plants in the Parish Pit AreaPlants in the Parish Pit AreaPlants in the Parish Pit AreaPlants in the Parish Pit Area
Ragged robin (Lychnis flos-cuculi), fleabane (Pulicora dysenterica
bog stitchwort (Stellaria alsine), common spotted orchid (
(Alopecurus pratensis), false oat grass (Arrhenatherum elatius
vernal grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum), tufted hair grass (
effusus), blunt-flowered rush (Juncus subnodulosus), cuckoo flower (
(Carex hirta), marsh thistle (Cirsium palustre), greater birdsfoot trefoil (
willowherb (Epilobium hirsutum), meadow vetchling (
gipsywort (Lycopus europaeus), common vetch (Vicia sativa
marsh bedstraw (Galium palustre), hogweed (Heracleum sphondyllium
sylvestris), stinging nettle (Urtica dioica), red campion (
graminea), meadow buttercup (Ranunculus acris), germander speedwell (
leaved pondweed (Potamogeton natans), floating sweet grass (
(Callitriche spp.), lesser water-parsnip (Berula erecta), watercress (
robur), bramble (Rubus agg.), white willow (Salix alba
(Cirsium arvese), Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus), blackthorn (
monogyna), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), hazel (Corylus avellana
(Stachys sylvatica). 

Plants in the Parish Pit AreaPlants in the Parish Pit AreaPlants in the Parish Pit AreaPlants in the Parish Pit Area
Pulicora dysenterica), great horsetail (Equisetum telateria), 

spotted orchid (Dactylorhiza fuchsia), meadow foxtail 
Arrhenatherum elatius), cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata), sweet 
), tufted hair grass (Deschampsia caespitosa), soft rush (Juncus 

), cuckoo flower (Cardamine pratensis), hairy sedge 
), greater birdsfoot trefoil (Lotus pedunculatus), great 

), meadow vetchling (Lathyrus pratensis), water mint (Mentha aquatica), 
Vicia sativa), water figwort (Scrophularia auriculata), 

Heracleum sphondyllium), cow parsley (Anthriscus 
), red campion (Silene dioica), lesser stitchwort (Stellaria 

), germander speedwell (Veronica chamaedrys), broad-
), floating sweet grass (Glyceria fluitans), water starwort 

), watercress (Nasturtium officinale), oak (Quercus 
Salix alba), common sallow (Salix caprea), creeping thistle 

), blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), hawthorn (Crataegus 
Corylus avellana), elder (Sambucus nigra), hedge woundwort 

Helen Baczkowska, NWTHelen Baczkowska, NWT

JaHo

Clover
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The 26th June was a beautiful hot, sunny day. The 
temperature reached 27oC and Suckling Lane, with its long 
grasses and bramble flowers, was alive with butterflies: 
small whites, green veined whites, commas, ringlets, red 
admirals, meadow browns and one small copper.      

Red admiral

White bryony  clambered 
over the hedgerow ……..

….. and red hawthorn berries 
were already on show.  

It’s official! I’ve had baby frogs jumping out of duck 
weed I've been collecting from our top pond.

LD  29

June was a beautiful hot, sunny day. The 
C and Suckling Lane, with its long 

grasses and bramble flowers, was alive with butterflies: 
small whites, green veined whites, commas, ringlets, red 
admirals, meadow browns and one small copper.      

Small copper

….. and red hawthorn berries 
were already on show.  AE & M

It’s official! I’ve had baby frogs jumping out of duck 
weed I've been collecting from our top pond.

LD  29th June 
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JULYJULYJULYJULY

English SummerEnglish SummerEnglish SummerEnglish Summer

In EnglandIn EnglandIn EnglandIn England, , , , you knowyou knowyou knowyou know it's summerit's summerit's summerit's summer, , , , 
because the rainbecause the rainbecause the rainbecause the rain is warm!is warm!is warm!is warm!

Sunshine Sunshine Sunshine Sunshine ----
sparkling white cloudssparkling white cloudssparkling white cloudssparkling white clouds

drifting lazilydrifting lazilydrifting lazilydrifting lazily
in a brilliant blue sky;in a brilliant blue sky;in a brilliant blue sky;in a brilliant blue sky;
no wind, for a change,no wind, for a change,no wind, for a change,no wind, for a change,

The air is warm,The air is warm,The air is warm,The air is warm,
folks venturing outfolks venturing outfolks venturing outfolks venturing out

in summer gear, but wait in summer gear, but wait in summer gear, but wait in summer gear, but wait ----

It will rain more or less for four weeks 

in summer gear, but wait in summer gear, but wait in summer gear, but wait in summer gear, but wait ----
here it comes!here it comes!here it comes!here it comes!

The sky begins to change,The sky begins to change,The sky begins to change,The sky begins to change,
becoming overcast;becoming overcast;becoming overcast;becoming overcast;
the wind whips up,the wind whips up,the wind whips up,the wind whips up,

gusting occasionally;gusting occasionally;gusting occasionally;gusting occasionally;
the air cools.the air cools.the air cools.the air cools.

The colours in the gardenThe colours in the gardenThe colours in the gardenThe colours in the garden
seem to brightenseem to brightenseem to brightenseem to brighten

in their intensity in their intensity in their intensity in their intensity ----
until the big spots start.until the big spots start.until the big spots start.until the big spots start.

Down comes another Down comes another Down comes another Down comes another 
heavy shower heavy shower heavy shower heavy shower ----

whacking the plants,whacking the plants,whacking the plants,whacking the plants,
lashing at the windows,lashing at the windows,lashing at the windows,lashing at the windows,

giving everything a good soak, giving everything a good soak, giving everything a good soak, giving everything a good soak, 
until, all goes quiet.until, all goes quiet.until, all goes quiet.until, all goes quiet.

Bit by bit the sky clears,Bit by bit the sky clears,Bit by bit the sky clears,Bit by bit the sky clears,Bit by bit the sky clears,Bit by bit the sky clears,Bit by bit the sky clears,Bit by bit the sky clears,
a blackbird carols from a gable,a blackbird carols from a gable,a blackbird carols from a gable,a blackbird carols from a gable,
and we are in summer againand we are in summer againand we are in summer againand we are in summer again.

HW

BE

JULYJULYJULYJULY

If the first of July be rainy weather,
It will rain more or less for four weeks 
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There’s a ladybird 
larva eating blackfly 
on my broad beans! 
LD 3rd July 
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Ladybird larva AE
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Leslie’s larva prompted us to see how many species of 
ladybird we could find in Hethersett….

CreamCreamCreamCream----streakedstreakedstreakedstreaked
There’s a 7-spot on my 

washing!
SK

HarlequinHarlequinHarlequinHarlequin

Leslie’s larva prompted us to see how many species of 
ladybird we could find in Hethersett….

streakedstreakedstreakedstreaked

HarlequinHarlequinHarlequinHarlequin
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“We’ve just seen a hummingbird hawkmoth 
in our back garden.” D&BW, Churchfields, 2nd July

“I’ve just watched a hummingbird hawkmoth 
in my garden.” RS, Cedar Rd, 5th July
“I’ve got large white butterfly eggs on my 
nasturtiums……” AE, Queens Rd, 3rd July
“……..and now they’ve hatched.” AE, Queens Rd, 
10th July

“There was a red admiral on the playing 
field.” JG, Park Close, 8th July

Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) 
Gatekeepers
Small tortoiseshell

Insects galore this month!

Small tortoiseshell
Cinnabar moth caterpillar
Hemp-nettle
Toadflax
Hazel nuts

CW, AE & M     9

Parish Pit Walk (Map5) Parish Pit Walk (Map5) Parish Pit Walk (Map5) Parish Pit Walk (Map5) 
Field scabious
Hemp agrimony
Ladybird larvae
Ripening blackberries
Holly blue 
Red admiral
Ash keys
Galls on oak and blackthorn

AE & M     10

Gatekeeper  AE

Small tortoiseshell  AE

Oak apples caused by the gall 
wasp Biorhiza pallida

Hemp agrimony  AE

wasp Biorhiza pallida

Blackberries     AE

“We’ve just seen a hummingbird hawkmoth 
July

“I’ve just watched a hummingbird hawkmoth 

“I’ve got large white butterfly eggs on my 

AE, Queens Rd, 

Caterpillars emerge  from  the 
eggs of the large (cabbage) 
white  butterfly  AE

Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) 
Gatekeepers
Small tortoiseshell

Insects galore this month!

Small tortoiseshell
Cinnabar moth caterpillar

nettle

CW, AE & M     9th July 

Parish Pit Walk (Map5) Parish Pit Walk (Map5) Parish Pit Walk (Map5) Parish Pit Walk (Map5) 
Field scabious
Hemp agrimony
Ladybird larvae
Ripening blackberries

Red admiral

Galls on oak and blackthorn
AE & M     10th July 

Toadflax  AE

Cinnabar moth 
caterpillar  AE

Oak apples caused by the gall 
Biorhiza pallida AE

Hemp agrimony  AE

Biorhiza pallida AE

Hazel nuts   AE
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Still plenty of birds around too………..

A young blackbird suns itself

AE

[Note from the RSPB: There are several theories about bird 
sunning behaviour: 1)for warmth in cold weather or early in the 
day; 2) to convert compounds in preening oil into vitamin D 

…. and more insects!

A large white lays yet 
more eggs on my 
nasturtiums. AE, 
Queens Rd

Guelder Rose  berries in 
Ullswater     AE

day; 2) to convert compounds in preening oil into vitamin D 
which is essential for good health; 3) to maintain feather 
health by encouraging insects and other parasites to move into 
places where the bird can remove them by preening; 4) to dry 
feathers after a bath; 5) pure enjoyment and relaxation!]

A hoverfly (Volucella 
pellucens?) Firs Rd, JHa

Scalloped oak moth  AE

Red-tailed bumble bee 
AE

Still plenty of birds around too………..

“Peck and Mix”
Greenfinch, blue tit, chaffinch and great tit in 

Queens Rd

There are several theories about bird 
sunning behaviour: 1)for warmth in cold weather or early in the 
day; 2) to convert compounds in preening oil into vitamin D 

…. and more insects!

AE

A large white lays yet 
more eggs on my 
nasturtiums. AE, 
Queens Rd

The wren’s eggs in my 
roosting pouch have 
hatched! JG, Park 
Close, 28th July

day; 2) to convert compounds in preening oil into vitamin D 
which is essential for good health; 3) to maintain feather 
health by encouraging insects and other parasites to move into 
places where the bird can remove them by preening; 4) to dry 

Sloe bug, Queens Rd  AE

tailed bumble bee 
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Grey squirrel
Common newt
Damselfly
Bumble bee
Solitary bee
Cabbage white butterfly

Wildlife visiting Jaguar RdWildlife visiting Jaguar RdWildlife visiting Jaguar RdWildlife visiting Jaguar Rd

Since our neighbours cut some of 
their trees down about two months 
ago, we don’t seem to be having quite 
so many birds in the garden.

Bats roost nearby and we see them 
regularly most evenings.       JW

HF

Common darter dragonfly 
Central Close  HF 

Cabbage white butterfly
Central Close   HF

BP

Wildlife visiting Jaguar RdWildlife visiting Jaguar RdWildlife visiting Jaguar RdWildlife visiting Jaguar Rd

Since our neighbours cut some of 
their trees down about two months 
ago, we don’t seem to be having quite 

Bats roost nearby and we see them 
regularly most evenings.       JW Central Close   HF

HF

Common darter dragonfly 
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Park Farm Walk (Map 2) Park Farm Walk (Map 2) Park Farm Walk (Map 2) Park Farm Walk (Map 2) 
Agrimony and knapweed 
in flower, yellowhammer 
singing, guelder rose  
berries ripening.
AE & M    23rd July 

Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) 
The butterflies made the 
most of sunshine after 
several overcast days: 
holly blue , speckled wood, 
red admiral, gatekeeper.
Lots of acorn knopper Agrimony  AE

Acorn knopper 
gall  produced 
by the gall wasp, 
Andricus 
quercuscalicis
AE

Lots of acorn knopper 
galls around. 
Magnificent giant 
horsetails. Fungi already 
putting in an 
appearance.
AE & M      28th July 

Giant  horsetail  

Speckled wood  AE

The whole colony of rooks from Wood Hall took off at 7.30a.m. heading for 
Great Melton. Something good must have been on offer!          

Park Farm Walk (Map 2) Park Farm Walk (Map 2) Park Farm Walk (Map 2) Park Farm Walk (Map 2) 
Agrimony and knapweed 
in flower, yellowhammer 
singing, guelder rose  
berries ripening.

Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) Kissing Alley Walk (Map3) 
The butterflies made the 
most of sunshine after 
several overcast days: 
holly blue , speckled wood, 
red admiral, gatekeeper.
Lots of acorn knopper 

Little bit of 
bread and no 
cheese…………

AEYellowhammer

by the gall wasp, 

Lots of acorn knopper 
galls around. 
Magnificent giant 
horsetails. Fungi already 
putting in an 

July 

Giant  horsetail  
AE

HW

Bolete      AE

AE

The whole colony of rooks from Wood Hall took off at 7.30a.m. heading for 
Great Melton. Something good must have been on offer!          BE 31st July
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AugustAugustAugustAugust

Sunshine & ShowersSunshine & ShowersSunshine & ShowersSunshine & Showers

Hydrangeas,Hydrangeas,Hydrangeas,Hydrangeas,
cheerful rudbeckias,cheerful rudbeckias,cheerful rudbeckias,cheerful rudbeckias,

turkish lilies turkish lilies turkish lilies turkish lilies ----
all much smaller than usual,all much smaller than usual,all much smaller than usual,all much smaller than usual,

the dry spells leaving their mark,the dry spells leaving their mark,the dry spells leaving their mark,the dry spells leaving their mark,
Shrubs now enjoying Shrubs now enjoying Shrubs now enjoying Shrubs now enjoying 
the heavy showers.the heavy showers.the heavy showers.the heavy showers.

The purple berries of leycesteriaThe purple berries of leycesteriaThe purple berries of leycesteriaThe purple berries of leycesteria
tempting the blackbirdstempting the blackbirdstempting the blackbirdstempting the blackbirds

to acrobatics!to acrobatics!to acrobatics!to acrobatics!to acrobatics!to acrobatics!to acrobatics!to acrobatics!
Butterflies,  Butterflies,  Butterflies,  Butterflies,  

cabbage whites mainly,cabbage whites mainly,cabbage whites mainly,cabbage whites mainly,
visit the buddleia,visit the buddleia,visit the buddleia,visit the buddleia,
the cheiranthusthe cheiranthusthe cheiranthusthe cheiranthus
and the lavender.and the lavender.and the lavender.and the lavender.

Ladybirds busily huntingLadybirds busily huntingLadybirds busily huntingLadybirds busily hunting
for aphids; for aphids; for aphids; for aphids; 

earwigs scuttleearwigs scuttleearwigs scuttleearwigs scuttle
round the lid of the brown bin;round the lid of the brown bin;round the lid of the brown bin;round the lid of the brown bin;

slugs hide under pots.slugs hide under pots.slugs hide under pots.slugs hide under pots.
Two tree peony seeds sproutedTwo tree peony seeds sproutedTwo tree peony seeds sproutedTwo tree peony seeds sprouted

where they fell last year;where they fell last year;where they fell last year;where they fell last year;
hydrangea cuttings have flowered;hydrangea cuttings have flowered;hydrangea cuttings have flowered;hydrangea cuttings have flowered;

a bird table seed is nowa bird table seed is nowa bird table seed is nowa bird table seed is now
a sunflower struggling to bloom.a sunflower struggling to bloom.a sunflower struggling to bloom.a sunflower struggling to bloom.

The Bramley is shedding its windfalls;The Bramley is shedding its windfalls;The Bramley is shedding its windfalls;The Bramley is shedding its windfalls;
lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,

BE

lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
beans and courgettesbeans and courgettesbeans and courgettesbeans and courgettes

have all graced our dinner table have all graced our dinner table have all graced our dinner table have all graced our dinner table ----
thanks to neighbours thanks to neighbours thanks to neighbours thanks to neighbours growing their growing their growing their growing their 

own.own.own.own.

EE

Leopard slug
Firs Rd

AugustAugustAugustAugust
Be the first week of 

August warm, the winter 
will be white and long.
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I found these cherry stones in 
my shed. The untidy shape of the
hole and the scratches on the 
outside suggest they have
been enjoyed by mice.
CW Queens Rd

AE

Mason wasp

19th Aug: The rooks took off 
around 9.15 am, again flying in the 
Great Melton direction.  BE
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Small purple and gold on 
marjoram, its favourite 
food plant             AE

Green shield bug   

We had two gatekeeper 
butterflies in our 
conservatory.

A whole host of hoverflies :

Marmalade flies
Episyrphus balteatus AE

Buff -tailed  
bumble  bee  JHa

I found this bee in a hanging basket on 2
was in the compost, just beside a failing heuchera 
(green) plant.  I scooped it up as I tried to remove 
the old plant and as I'd no idea what it was, I went 
over to Ted & Jenny's with it in a big jam jar!  They 
identified it and Jenny took the picture.  We 
released it on the south side of their garden and it 
flew off quite happily, but later, as I came under the 
clematis arch at No.16, there it was buzzing around 
under the arch!    

Sun fly (Syrphus ribesii CW, Queens Rd.

Green shield bug   AE

Honey bee  AE

We had two gatekeeper 
butterflies in our 
conservatory.

D&DAb, Lynch Green

A whole host of hoverflies :

This striking-looking insect 
appeared in my garden a couple of 
weeks ago. It’s a hornet mimic 
hoverfly (Volucella zonaria) and 
apparently the larvae live in wasps' 
nests!

I found this bee in a hanging basket on 2nd Aug.  It 
was in the compost, just beside a failing heuchera 
(green) plant.  I scooped it up as I tried to remove 
the old plant and as I'd no idea what it was, I went 
over to Ted & Jenny's with it in a big jam jar!  They 
identified it and Jenny took the picture.  We 
released it on the south side of their garden and it 
flew off quite happily, but later, as I came under the 
clematis arch at No.16, there it was buzzing around 
under the arch!    BE, Firs Rd.

Sun fly (Helophilus pendulus)  AE

nests!
TM, Richardson Cres.
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Common 
Catsear

A muntjac squeezed 
through the hedge 
on the Little Melton 
Rd.

CW 22nd Aug

Pipistrelle bats feeding in the 
MPF and Ullswater open space. 
AE 19/2oth August

There are still tadpoles in the upper pond.
Yesterday I fished out several young 
lizard-like things which I presume to be 
newts. I was wondering if the goldfish 
were eating duck weed as it does not seem 
to be forming on the lower pond.
LD New Rd

Pipistrelle bats feeding in the 
MPF and Ullswater open space. 

There are still tadpoles in the upper pond.
Yesterday I fished out several young 

like things which I presume to be 
newts. I was wondering if the goldfish 
were eating duck weed as it does not seem 
to be forming on the lower pond.
LD New Rd
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Mellow Mellow Mellow Mellow 
fruitfulness on a walk fruitfulness on a walk fruitfulness on a walk fruitfulness on a walk 
around Wong Farmaround Wong Farmaround Wong Farmaround Wong Farm

(Map 4), 19th Aug, CW

Acorns

Mellow Mellow Mellow Mellow 
fruitfulness on a walk fruitfulness on a walk fruitfulness on a walk fruitfulness on a walk 
around Wong Farmaround Wong Farmaround Wong Farmaround Wong Farm

Aug, CW

The route is 
clearly marked!

CWCW

CW
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SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember

September GalesSeptember GalesSeptember GalesSeptember Gales : 12/09/201112/09/201112/09/201112/09/2011

On a Monday, Hurricane KatiaOn a Monday, Hurricane KatiaOn a Monday, Hurricane KatiaOn a Monday, Hurricane Katia
crossed the Atlantic to batter our crossed the Atlantic to batter our crossed the Atlantic to batter our crossed the Atlantic to batter our 

shoresshoresshoresshores
with gales and torrential rain.with gales and torrential rain.with gales and torrential rain.with gales and torrential rain.

Pots and garden furniturePots and garden furniturePots and garden furniturePots and garden furniture
were moved in preparation, were moved in preparation, were moved in preparation, were moved in preparation, 

but around lunchbut around lunchbut around lunchbut around lunch----time the gales time the gales time the gales time the gales 
increased increased increased increased 

BEBEBEBE

increased increased increased increased 
blowing trees and shrubs every blowing trees and shrubs every blowing trees and shrubs every blowing trees and shrubs every 

which way.which way.which way.which way.
These were too much for an These were too much for an These were too much for an These were too much for an 

alreadyalreadyalreadyalready----damageddamageddamageddamaged
branch branch branch branch –––– and down it came!and down it came!and down it came!and down it came!
At the height of the storm, we At the height of the storm, we At the height of the storm, we At the height of the storm, we 

ventured outventured outventured outventured out
armed with axe and saw and armed with axe and saw and armed with axe and saw and armed with axe and saw and 

loppersloppersloppersloppers
to bring our ravaged stag’s horn to bring our ravaged stag’s horn to bring our ravaged stag’s horn to bring our ravaged stag’s horn 

shrub to its end.shrub to its end.shrub to its end.shrub to its end.

Parmelina

Leafy Xanthoria

Lovely lichen………….

“The high winds blew this branch off 
my old pear tree .” CW Queens Rd
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I found this cricket in my bath (empty!).  
It must have hopped through two 
windows to get there - reckon it was 
exhausted when I found it.  It may be an 
oak bush cricket - I've only just realised 
that crickets differ from grasshoppers 
in having long filamentous antennae which 
you can clearly see in the photo. MF

A dry month! An “Indian Summer” 
began on 27th Sept. and we had the 
hottest Sept. 30th for 103 years!
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you can clearly see in the photo. MF

“The high winds blew this branch off 

EE

Harvest 
moon  
(the full 
moon 
nearest the 
equinox) 

12th Sept 

49

Shine on, Harvest Shine on, Harvest Shine on, Harvest Shine on, Harvest 
Moon……Moon……Moon……Moon……



I thought you might be 
interested in these photos of 
fungi that grow in the woods at 

Hethersett High School.     
BB

Fabulous  fungi……….

Stinkhorn BB

Haresfoot inkcap TM
Leccinum 
species   

Inkcaps, Rowan Gdns HW

species   

Brown  roll rim
Curson Cl.    ST

Alas, no sign of 
infamous Hethersett Truffle Kerfuffle of 2008. It was 
the first time this fungus had appeared in the UK for 
100 years. The story made it into, amongst others, the 
EDP, Anglia TV, the Telegraph, Daily Mail and none 
other than “Spore Prints” the Bulletin of the Puget 
Sound Mycological Society, USA.
“I’ve been looking out for it…..” NI

The Truffles    TM

AE

Beefsteak fungus TM

On oak, 
Steepletower

BB
AE

On oak roots, 
Steepletower

Leccinum 
species   TMspecies   TM

Brown  roll rim, 
Curson Cl.    ST

Alas, no sign of Tuber macrosporum, the cause of the 
infamous Hethersett Truffle Kerfuffle of 2008. It was 
the first time this fungus had appeared in the UK for 
100 years. The story made it into, amongst others, the 
EDP, Anglia TV, the Telegraph, Daily Mail and none 
other than “Spore Prints” the Bulletin of the Puget 
Sound Mycological Society, USA.
“I’ve been looking out for it…..” NI
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Berried treasure on a walk 
around the parish pit

(Map 5)

Elderberry

AE & M    18th Sept

Dogwood

Crab apple

Berried treasure on a walk 
around the parish pit

(Map 5)

Dog-rose

Holly
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I picked some rosemary on 11th Sept 
for the Hort. Soc. Show and then 
found this beetle wandering around 
the rim of the vase. Have you seen 
anything like it before? MF

Late this afternoon my husband found a caterpillar 

Rosemary beetle

Elephant 
hawk moth 
caterpillar  
VF

Late this afternoon my husband found a caterpillar 
some 7cm long which we identified as that of the 
elephant hawkmoth.  It was on a fuchsia plant  
surrounded by other defoliated plants and we 
thought in a very vulnerable position. My husband 
moved the pot into the greenhouse for protection. 

VF, Mill Rd

24th Sept: A Queens Rd frog basks 
in the September sunshine………….

Late this afternoon my husband found a caterpillar 

… and a 
square-spot 
rustic moth 
hides in the 
long grass  AE

Late this afternoon my husband found a caterpillar 
some 7cm long which we identified as that of the 

thought in a very vulnerable position. My husband 
moved the pot into the greenhouse for protection. 
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Where have all the house martins gone?Where have all the house martins gone?Where have all the house martins gone?Where have all the house martins gone?
We have lived in New Road for the past 55 years or so.  In our early 
years there was always a good population of summer visiting house 
martins noisily fly catching over the garden for much of the summer.  
Much to my regret the construction of our house was never suitable 
for them to use it to build their mud nests under the eaves.

To give an indication of numbers present in the village I quote two 
references from my bird records:

a) A gathering of ninety plusninety plusninety plusninety plus
Road garden on 30303030thththth July 1970July 1970July 1970July 1970.

b) Three to four hundredThree to four hundredThree to four hundredThree to four hundred assembled on the ridges around the 
water tower in  Great Melton Road, on the morning of
1974197419741974. [This tower was a favourite autumn assembly point where they 
could sit catching the morning or evening sun.] 

The numbers have gradually decreased over the years and I think 
that 2011 has been the poorest year to date with only very small 
parties of perhaps a maximum of five birds seen in the air at any one 
time over my New Road garden. They also seemed to have departed 
particularly early this year.

Why has this reduction occurred?  There may have been problems in 
their winter quarters (the precise location in Africa is not generally 
known, unlike that of their associated species 
martins). Nearer home, whilst I would have thought that the grown 
up gardens in Hethersett would still provide a good supply of insects, 
they would certainly now have difficulty in seeking sufficient mud 
for nest building. This is in contrast to the 1970s when much 
building was underway and such sites usually had rough areas of 
mud and puddles; just a thought!

Where have all the house martins gone?Where have all the house martins gone?Where have all the house martins gone?Where have all the house martins gone?
We have lived in New Road for the past 55 years or so.  In our early 
years there was always a good population of summer visiting house 
martins noisily fly catching over the garden for much of the summer.  
Much to my regret the construction of our house was never suitable 
for them to use it to build their mud nests under the eaves.

To give an indication of numbers present in the village I quote two 
references from my bird records:-

ninety plusninety plusninety plusninety plus on the electricity wires over the New 
.

assembled on the ridges around the 
water tower in  Great Melton Road, on the morning of 18181818thththth September September September September 

. [This tower was a favourite autumn assembly point where they 
could sit catching the morning or evening sun.] 

The numbers have gradually decreased over the years and I think 
that 2011 has been the poorest year to date with only very small 
parties of perhaps a maximum of five birds seen in the air at any one 
time over my New Road garden. They also seemed to have departed 

Why has this reduction occurred?  There may have been problems in 
their winter quarters (the precise location in Africa is not generally 
known, unlike that of their associated species - swallows and sand 
martins). Nearer home, whilst I would have thought that the grown 
up gardens in Hethersett would still provide a good supply of insects, 
they would certainly now have difficulty in seeking sufficient mud 
for nest building. This is in contrast to the 1970s when much 
building was underway and such sites usually had rough areas of 
mud and puddles; just a thought!

DD 
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OctoberOctoberOctoberOctober
World Wide Web………..

BE

Richardson Report
Thurs 6th Oct: The holly trees (Ilex aquifolium
it, south of the parish pit, already have fully red berries and are very heavy fruiting 
– a mast year perhaps? 
Sat & Sun 8th & 9th Oct: Rattus norvegicus
yucca plant in the front garden staying underneath for periods. We have not 
mentioned it to any neighbours knowing Homo sapiens’
no sighting since so we do wonder. …………no sighting since so we do wonder. …………

Wed 12th Oct: A female sparrowhawk 
(Accipitter nisus), flying along the 
hedgerow halfway along the footpath 
going off opposite the New Rd junction 
with the Gt. Melton Road and then 
soaring over a field.
14th Oct: Late flying comma (Polygonia 
c-album) in the back garden and fairy-
ring champignon (Marasmius oreades) 
in the back lawn.
Sat 15th Oct: Late flying red admiral 
(Vanessa atalanta) in the front garden 
and on the path and a late flying small 
white (Pieris rapae) in the back garden.    
AP, Richardson Cresc.
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Another dry month ! The  first  three days 
of Oct were very  hot but  mid-month we 
had the first frosts of the season.. It was 
very windy from 5-11th.

Richardson Report
Ilex aquifolium) in the rough field with the pylon in 

it, south of the parish pit, already have fully red berries and are very heavy fruiting 

Rattus norvegicus going backwards and forwards to the 
yucca plant in the front garden staying underneath for periods. We have not 

Homo sapiens’ attitude to this species - but 
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Frosty October morning

AE
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Garden spider, 
Central Close  HFCentral Close  HF

The spiders were 
busy again last 

night! 
HF

JS

House spider

The spiders were 
busy again last 

night! 
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Fungal finds

Shaggy Inkcaps outside Shaggy Inkcaps outside 
Old Hall School    AE

Parasol mushrooms
St. Remigius  AE

Honey  
fungus 
EE, Firs Rd

Funnel sp. 
TH, Firs Rd

Fungal finds……….

Ganoderma in Cann’s Lane  
RR

HW

Brittlestems
TH, Firs Rd
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Meadow puffball

More mushrooms……

Ullswater Open space

AE

Meadow puffball

AE

Field mushroom

Earwig
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Andy’s Ashes
Oct 17th: Walk from entrance on New Road down path at side of The 
Crescent along field margins to back end of Elm Farm and north on 
footpath to strip of woodland leading to Wong Farm and back along 
field margins to New Rd. 
Total number of ash observed = 94. 
Number in full green leaf = 14.
Number with some green and some yellow leaf  = 20. 
Number with all leaves yellow = 18. 
Number with some leaf loss = 31. 
Number with total leaf loss = 11. 
Those with leaf loss not necessarily in exposed positions. 

Why ash? I know from some time ago that there were concerns as to 
how well ash would cope with global warming 

Andy’s Ambles

how well ash would cope with global warming 
the country.  So I make a point of keeping an eye on them at this time 
of year.  I think we can safely say that these observations show that 
there is sufficient genetic variation, at least in the trees in this patch, 
to cope with a modest level of warming.  Secondly with the rise of 
Chalara fungus causing ash dieback on the continent, it is important to 
make sure it has not been imported here.  None of the trees displayed 
any symptoms in this patch.  With so many of our tree species under 
attack at the moment we must be vigilant.  AP

We have a mystery bird in the 
garden – long legs, dark brown 
on top, lighter underneath, 
black beak, cream edge to wing, 
short tail.......Do you know what 
it is?        J&IT

Andy’s Ambles
24th Oct, Observations made on road 
leading to Wong Farm from Melton 
Road going north: Half way along road 
where plank crosses ditch to field, 
gorse (Ulex europeaeus) coming into 
flower nearly as much as spring time. 
On the field margin over the plank, 
red deer (Cervus elaphus) doe, fully 
grown, browsing hedge in ditch (for 
berries?) 
On field margin coming towards 
Melton Road, field scabious (Knautia 
arvensis) coming into flower. 

Andy’s Ashes
: Walk from entrance on New Road down path at side of The 

Crescent along field margins to back end of Elm Farm and north on 
footpath to strip of woodland leading to Wong Farm and back along 

Total number of ash observed = 94. 

Number with some green and some yellow leaf  = 20. 
Number with all leaves yellow = 18. 
Number with some leaf loss = 31. 

Those with leaf loss not necessarily in exposed positions. 

Why ash? I know from some time ago that there were concerns as to 
how well ash would cope with global warming - especially in the south of how well ash would cope with global warming - especially in the south of 
the country.  So I make a point of keeping an eye on them at this time 
of year.  I think we can safely say that these observations show that 
there is sufficient genetic variation, at least in the trees in this patch, 
to cope with a modest level of warming.  Secondly with the rise of 

fungus causing ash dieback on the continent, it is important to 
make sure it has not been imported here.  None of the trees displayed 
any symptoms in this patch.  With so many of our tree species under 
attack at the moment we must be vigilant.  AP

Young moorhen!

Late butterfly sightings:
22222222ndndndnd Oct:Oct:Oct:Oct: Red admiral in Melton 
Court, IW 
….And one sipping my pear juices in 
Queens Rd, CW

Oct 12Oct 12Oct 12Oct 12thththth:::: Long-tailed tits and a green 
woodpecker in the garden AR
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NovemberNovemberNovemberNovember
A litter of leavesA litter of leavesA litter of leavesA litter of leaves

2nd Nov: “A couple of interesting sightings in the 
sunshine today - a red admiral butterfly in the sunshine today - a red admiral butterfly in the 
garden for some time flying around and settling 
on chrysanthemum flowers and a half-grown 
hedgehog shuffling around through the leaves.” 
VF&BF
“Late flying red admiral in my back 
garden too.” AP 
“Late flying grayling (Hipparchia semele) 
sunning itself on the path leading from the 
Memorial Playing Field car park to the changing 
rooms and a pair of pied wagtails working the 
patch at the back of the cycle speedway track in 
the same area as house sparrows (Passer 
domesticus).” AP
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A warm and dry month and quite windy 
too with just the odd air frost. 
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One for sorrow, 
two for joy, three 
for a girl, four for 
a boy, five for 
silver, six for 
gold…….

Six magpies in the beech 
tree opposite, holding a 
noisy but friendly 
conference for half an hour.   
CW, Queens Rd.

a red admiral butterfly in the 
garden for some time flying around and settling 

grown 
hedgehog shuffling around through the leaves.” 

Memorial Playing Field car park to the changing 
rooms and a pair of pied wagtails working the 
patch at the back of the cycle speedway track in 
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Autumn colours……

Beech hedge on the Old Norwich Rd

AE

Silver (gold?) birch, 
Haconsfield     AE

Squirrel in oak on 
the path to the 
Parish Pit  HF 

Hethersett Lane

AE

61 Oak trees in Firs Rd EE

Squirrel in oak on 
the path to the 
Parish Pit  HF 



2222ndndndnd Nov:Nov:Nov:Nov: “Pebble prominent moth on the inside of 
my garage window 10.30pm.” AP
3333rdrdrdrd Nov:Nov:Nov:Nov: “There’s a hornet in the garden”. 
DAn, Park Cl. “I’ve seen one too…….” GW
3333rdrdrdrd Nov:Nov:Nov:Nov: “The red admiral has been in the garden 
again today but no sign of the hedgehog” VF&BF
13th Nov13th Nov13th Nov13th Nov: Red admiral in the garden – “It was a 
bit tatty!“ JF
13131313thththth Nov:Nov:Nov:Nov: Roe deer on the Parish Pit walk near the 
fishing lake. AE

Common polypody fern, Ullswater pond

Fool’s watercress, Ullswater pondFool’s watercress, Ullswater pond

Candle snuff fungus 
MF

This interesting fungus was 
growing on the edge of a sawn
off trunk of a willow tree in the 

garden. MF

There’s all sorts of fungi in 
Haconsfield……... D&AA

Brown roll-
who knows……..?

“Pebble prominent moth on the inside of 

The red admiral has been in the garden 
again today but no sign of the hedgehog” VF&BF

“It was a 

Roe deer on the Parish Pit walk near the 

Bonnet fungus outside Old Hall School

Common bistort, Ullswater pond

Woody nightshade 
berries, Ullswater pondberries, Ullswater pond

This interesting fungus was 
growing on the edge of a sawn-
off trunk of a willow tree in the 

garden. MF

There’s all sorts of fungi in 
Haconsfield……... D&AA

-rim, bonnet, and …. 
who knows……..?

Milkcap?
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15th Nov15th Nov15th Nov15th Nov: Red admiral and bumble bee in 
the garden at midday. FK
Painted lady in Cedar Rd. RS

The rampant ivy next door was 
covered in wasps, bees and blue 

bottles, twinkling in the sunlight.             

Painted lady in Cedar Rd. RS
Hedgehog in the garden. SC 

Yarrow still in 
flower all over the 

place! 
AE 28th Nov

TH

out one of my bird boxes today and 
found the remains of this year’s blue 

The rampant ivy next door was 
covered in wasps, bees and blue 

bottles, twinkling in the sunlight.             
JG

Turkeytail on a stump in Ketts Close  
AE

I have rescued about 30 ladybirds 
(“Bishy Barnabees”) and put them in my 
bug box in the section below the masonry 
bees. CT

They’re there somewhere…..
Mole activity near HEAT’s 

Church Farm beds.

I found this old mouse nest 
when I read my gas meter.  AE
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AE

I cleaned 
out one of my bird boxes today and 
found the remains of this year’s blue 

tits’ nest. TH



19191919thththth Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall 
next to the empty hanging basket bracket. BEnext to the empty hanging basket bracket. BEnext to the empty hanging basket bracket. BEnext to the empty hanging basket bracket. BE
19191919thththth Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing 
with insects.with insects.with insects.with insects.
was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly 
amongst the many flies and bees on the nectaramongst the many flies and bees on the nectaramongst the many flies and bees on the nectaramongst the many flies and bees on the nectar
flowers.flowers.flowers.flowers.
migrate south or will it overwinter here?migrate south or will it overwinter here?migrate south or will it overwinter here?migrate south or will it overwinter here?
them for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CTthem for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CTthem for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CTthem for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CT
21212121stststst Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very 
unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the 
window ledge, all crisswindow ledge, all crisswindow ledge, all crisswindow ledge, all criss
suspended by long threads about 3’’ suspended by long threads about 3’’ suspended by long threads about 3’’ suspended by long threads about 3’’ 
to take a picture but no luck!            BEto take a picture but no luck!            BEto take a picture but no luck!            BEto take a picture but no luck!            BE
[Probably a comb

CT

19th Nov was our 
latest butterfly 
record of the year

This morning, in our back garden, on the 
bird bath and hunting round the back 
garden, I spotted a pair of very slightly 
slimmer blackbirds, the male having a 
blackish beak. The normal resident blackbird 
pair were present also for some of the time 
but were not having squabbles with these 
intruders as normally happens. The new pair 
had fully darkened feathers which suggests 
they are not juveniles. I strongly suspect this 
was a pair of migrating Scandinavian 
blackbirds. I will keep my eyes open to see if 
they stay or fly on to the south/west.

I have been trying to see if nature is telling us 
anything about what sort of winter we're anything about what sort of winter we're 
going to have. With the previous observations 
of gorse and field scabious earlier and 
clematis and even the hebe having a second 
flowering this last week, I thought nature 
might be pointing to a mild winter. However 
also flowering this last week is our 
bodnantense which shouldn't be flowering 
until about Christmas time but sometimes 
flowers early when we're going to have a harsh 
winter.
Perhaps we're going to have a mild winter 
overall with a harsh snap around Christmas, or 
is all this an irrelevant fairy tale?!   AP

Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall Nov: Red admiral sunning itself on the wall 
next to the empty hanging basket bracket. BEnext to the empty hanging basket bracket. BEnext to the empty hanging basket bracket. BEnext to the empty hanging basket bracket. BE

Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing Nov: I noticed my Fatsia bush was buzzing 
with insects.with insects.with insects.with insects. It was bathed in warm sunshine and I It was bathed in warm sunshine and I It was bathed in warm sunshine and I It was bathed in warm sunshine and I 
was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly was surprised to see a Red Admiral butterfly 
amongst the many flies and bees on the nectaramongst the many flies and bees on the nectaramongst the many flies and bees on the nectaramongst the many flies and bees on the nectar----rich rich rich rich 
flowers.flowers.flowers.flowers. Is this a secondIs this a secondIs this a secondIs this a second----brood butterfly and will it brood butterfly and will it brood butterfly and will it brood butterfly and will it 
migrate south or will it overwinter here?migrate south or will it overwinter here?migrate south or will it overwinter here?migrate south or will it overwinter here? I watched I watched I watched I watched 
them for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CTthem for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CTthem for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CTthem for an hour and enjoyed the sun with them! CT

Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very Nov: Outside the bedroom window I saw a very 
unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the unusual spider’s web. It extended from the roof to the 
window ledge, all crisswindow ledge, all crisswindow ledge, all crisswindow ledge, all criss----crossed irregularly and crossed irregularly and crossed irregularly and crossed irregularly and 
suspended by long threads about 3’’ suspended by long threads about 3’’ suspended by long threads about 3’’ suspended by long threads about 3’’ –––– 4’’ wide. I tried 4’’ wide. I tried 4’’ wide. I tried 4’’ wide. I tried 
to take a picture but no luck!            BEto take a picture but no luck!            BEto take a picture but no luck!            BEto take a picture but no luck!            BE
[Probably a comb-footed spider]

This morning, in our back garden, on the 
bird bath and hunting round the back 
garden, I spotted a pair of very slightly 
slimmer blackbirds, the male having a 
blackish beak. The normal resident blackbird 
pair were present also for some of the time 
but were not having squabbles with these 
intruders as normally happens. The new pair 
had fully darkened feathers which suggests 
they are not juveniles. I strongly suspect this 
was a pair of migrating Scandinavian 
blackbirds. I will keep my eyes open to see if 
they stay or fly on to the south/west.

Late November 
fungi in my ditch. 

TH

Honey fungus   TH
I have been trying to see if nature is telling us 
anything about what sort of winter we're 

Honey fungus   TH

Frosty funnel?    TH

anything about what sort of winter we're 
going to have. With the previous observations 
of gorse and field scabious earlier and 
clematis and even the hebe having a second 
flowering this last week, I thought nature 
might be pointing to a mild winter. However 
also flowering this last week is our Viburnam 

which shouldn't be flowering 
until about Christmas time but sometimes 
flowers early when we're going to have a harsh 

Perhaps we're going to have a mild winter 
overall with a harsh snap around Christmas, or 
is all this an irrelevant fairy tale?!   AP
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DecemberDecemberDecemberDecember

DecemberDecemberDecemberDecember
All life on earth’s in dangerAll life on earth’s in dangerAll life on earth’s in dangerAll life on earth’s in danger
as the planet makes its changes:as the planet makes its changes:as the planet makes its changes:as the planet makes its changes:
ice floes melting near the Polesice floes melting near the Polesice floes melting near the Polesice floes melting near the Poles
at unprecedented rates;at unprecedented rates;at unprecedented rates;at unprecedented rates;
earthquakes, tsunamis, and earthquakes, tsunamis, and earthquakes, tsunamis, and earthquakes, tsunamis, and 
floodsfloodsfloodsfloods
are ravaging the fault lines;are ravaging the fault lines;are ravaging the fault lines;are ravaging the fault lines;
and droughts are wreaking and droughts are wreaking and droughts are wreaking and droughts are wreaking 
havoc,havoc,havoc,havoc,havoc,havoc,havoc,havoc,
as plants and livestock sufferas plants and livestock sufferas plants and livestock sufferas plants and livestock suffer
and people’s lives are ruinedand people’s lives are ruinedand people’s lives are ruinedand people’s lives are ruined
by Nature’s power, much by Nature’s power, much by Nature’s power, much by Nature’s power, much 
strongerstrongerstrongerstronger
than any of man’s efforts.than any of man’s efforts.than any of man’s efforts.than any of man’s efforts.
So this year in HethersettSo this year in HethersettSo this year in HethersettSo this year in Hethersett
We have watched the weather We have watched the weather We have watched the weather We have watched the weather 
change change change change ––––
not at all what we expected,not at all what we expected,not at all what we expected,not at all what we expected,
as the seasons seemed to mergeas the seasons seemed to mergeas the seasons seemed to mergeas the seasons seemed to merge
into one someinto one someinto one someinto one some----sort weathersort weathersort weathersort weather
leaving all of us leaving all of us leaving all of us leaving all of us confusedconfusedconfusedconfused
like the like the like the like the dot comsdot comsdot comsdot coms on the telly!on the telly!on the telly!on the telly!
It’s the last month of the year,It’s the last month of the year,It’s the last month of the year,It’s the last month of the year,It’s the last month of the year,It’s the last month of the year,It’s the last month of the year,It’s the last month of the year,
which has been fascinatingwhich has been fascinatingwhich has been fascinatingwhich has been fascinating
as we’ve looked more closely as we’ve looked more closely as we’ve looked more closely as we’ve looked more closely 
at Nature in our gardens.at Nature in our gardens.at Nature in our gardens.at Nature in our gardens.
Is it really global warming,Is it really global warming,Is it really global warming,Is it really global warming,
or a shift of Nature’s making?or a shift of Nature’s making?or a shift of Nature’s making?or a shift of Nature’s making?
The answer may be hiddenThe answer may be hiddenThe answer may be hiddenThe answer may be hidden
until many years have passed.until many years have passed.until many years have passed.until many years have passed.
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“I saw a barn  owl flying over 
the field near my house”. EM, 
Back Lane, 1st Dec.
“There is a mature male 

The first snow flakes fell on the 16th but 
overall temperatures were about average 
for December. 
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“There is a mature male 
blackbird with a black beak 
feeding on the pyracantha 
outside our kitchen window” 
RS, Cedar Rd, 2nd Dec.
“… and I had two black-
beaked blackbirds fighting 
with my resident birds 
today.....” JG, Park Cl.
“I was surprised to see a roe 
deer in the Rectory garden” 
DL
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7th Dec:Whilst out checking the little stream in 
Beckhithe Meadow to see if it still had running water 
in it (it has – just), I saw a roe deer at the top end of 
the bramble thicket. AP
10th Dec: A flock of more than 10 goldfinches is 
arriving regularly to argue over the sunflower hearts.      
AE 

I came across this old poem and thought it 
might be useful for anyone with an open fire 
this winter.     SR

A nip in the air, 
Firs Rd, EE, 
Dec 5th

White feathered sparrow 
in the MPF.    AE

14th Dec: There is a white feathered blackbird in the loke 
between Central Cres and Great Melton Rd.  JG  ………..and a very 
white sparrow in the MPF. AE

Not just for Christmas……….. 

14th Dec: At 7pm I heard a robin in full autumn song. KC, Flint House Gardens
RSPB: Robins are one of the few birds that hold a territory throughout the winter so continue 
to sing when the majority of other birds have stopped. Robins are often one of the first birds 
to start singing in the morning and the last to finish in the evening so are used to being active in 
low light conditions. In places where there are street lamps or other artificial light sources, 
robins can be triggered to start singing because it does not get completely dark
19th Dec: There is a flock of redwings eating holly berries in the garden. FK, Haconsfield.
23rd Dec: An otter has been hit by a car on the B1172 heading to Thickthorn past the bus stop. 
RP
26th Dec: I saw a roe deer in the parish pit area. Was it making its way to Beckhithe meadow 
for grazing? Making its own contribution to conservation perhaps! AP
27th Dec: There is a hedgehog dropping behind the summerhouse! BE, Firs Rd.

My robin has been coming everyday since the spring for some handy snacks. AE

Whilst out checking the little stream in 
Beckhithe Meadow to see if it still had running water 

just), I saw a roe deer at the top end of 

arriving regularly to argue over the sunflower hearts.      

I came across this old poem and thought it 
might be useful for anyone with an open fire 

A nip in the air, 
Firs Rd, EE, 

: There is a white feathered blackbird in the loke 
between Central Cres and Great Melton Rd.  JG  ………..and a very 
white sparrow in the MPF. AE

Not just for Christmas……….. 

Anon

At 7pm I heard a robin in full autumn song. KC, Flint House Gardens [Note from the 
Robins are one of the few birds that hold a territory throughout the winter so continue 

to sing when the majority of other birds have stopped. Robins are often one of the first birds 
to start singing in the morning and the last to finish in the evening so are used to being active in 
low light conditions. In places where there are street lamps or other artificial light sources, 
robins can be triggered to start singing because it does not get completely dark].

There is a flock of redwings eating holly berries in the garden. FK, Haconsfield.
An otter has been hit by a car on the B1172 heading to Thickthorn past the bus stop. 

: I saw a roe deer in the parish pit area. Was it making its way to Beckhithe meadow 
for grazing? Making its own contribution to conservation perhaps! AP

: There is a hedgehog dropping behind the summerhouse! BE, Firs Rd.
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The rooks are congregating at the top of the 
high, bare trees, rising and falling in the updrafts, 
I imagine. This is a wonderful sight – at least it is 
to me! Happy New Year! BE Firs Rd, 31st Dec 

The birds of  Melton CourtThe birds of  Melton CourtThe birds of  Melton CourtThe birds of  Melton Court
Blackbird, blue tit, great tit, longBlackbird, blue tit, great tit, longBlackbird, blue tit, great tit, longBlackbird, blue tit, great tit, long----
tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, 

An orderly queue waits outside the Queens Head……..

Black-headed gulls (winter plumage), AE, Dec 28th

tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, 
greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, 
goldfinch, green woodpecker, great goldfinch, green woodpecker, great goldfinch, green woodpecker, great goldfinch, green woodpecker, great 
spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, 
dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve 
had nuthatch and yellowhammer too had nuthatch and yellowhammer too had nuthatch and yellowhammer too had nuthatch and yellowhammer too 
this year. this year. this year. this year. 

Blue tit, wren, hedge sparrow (dunnock) nesting , great tit, coal tit, 
blackbird, magpie, rook, green woodpecker, pheasant, house sparrow, 
chaffinch, greenfinch , bullfinch, long
collared dove great spotted woodpecker, starling, blackcap. BP

We can add brambling and stock dove to these lists! N&DC Grove Rd

Birds visiting Jaguar RdBirds visiting Jaguar RdBirds visiting Jaguar RdBirds visiting Jaguar Rd

JWJWJWJW

tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, 

The birds visiting New RdThe birds visiting New RdThe birds visiting New RdThe birds visiting New Rd
Blackbird, blackcap, black-headed gull, 
blue tit, bullfinch, carrion crow, 
chaffinch, chiffchaff, coal tit, collared 
dove, common gull, dunnock, fieldfare, 

An orderly queue waits outside the Queens Head……..

tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, tailed tit, coal tit, chaffinch, bullfinch, 
greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, greenfinch, robin, thrush, jay, magpie, 

spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, spotted woodpecker, fieldfare, starling, 
dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve dunnock, collared dove, pigeon. We’ve 

Blue tit, wren, hedge sparrow (dunnock) nesting , great tit, coal tit, 
blackbird, magpie, rook, green woodpecker, pheasant, house sparrow, 
chaffinch, greenfinch , bullfinch, long-tailed tit, robin woodpigeon, 
collared dove great spotted woodpecker, starling, blackcap. BP

We can add brambling and stock dove to these lists! N&DC Grove Rd

dove, common gull, dunnock, fieldfare, 
goldcrest, goldfinch, great tit, great 
spotted woodpecker, green woodpecker, 
greenfinch, grey wagtail, house sparrow, 
jackdaw, jay, lesser black-backed gull, 
long-tailed tit, magpie, mistle thrush, 
nuthatch, pheasant, pied wagtail, 
redwing, robin, rook, siskin, song thrush, 
sparrowhawk, spotted flycatcher 

starling, wood pigeon, wren.             DD
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A FEW INTERESTING HETHERSETT BIRD RECORDS
I have looked through my notes to find a few sightings which I have found interesting over 
the 55 years I have lived in the village:
Barnacle Goose
There has been a feral flock of this normally migrant goose, in the Yare Valley for several 
years. I first noticed them breeding in Hethersett Hall Park in 1990 with two pairs in 1995 
and three pairs in 1996 [broods of 3, 3 & 1].  They seemed to have to wait until the resident 
Canada geese had finished their breeding attempts before they managed to breed. A larger 
flock has appeared from time to time, especially when feeding on nearby stubble; notably 50 
in August 1995 and 57 in August a year later.
Brent Goose
I recorded a lone specimen of this largely coastal winter visitor from Siberia with the 
barnacle flock for two days in March 2000.
Goosander
Six were on the Hall Lake in February 1997.This is my only local record apart from UEA 
Broad.
Ruddy Shelduck
Single birds have been seen near the lake in April and May 2006 and again in April 2007.Single birds have been seen near the lake in April and May 2006 and again in April 2007.
Common Shelduck
Two on the lake on 25th May 1997.
Common Buzzard
Now regularly seen in the area. My first local sighting was one over the garden being mobbed 
by rooks in November 1996.
Moorhen
My maximum sighting was of 62 in Hall Park, near the lake in January 1995.
Common Tern
One fishing over Hall Lake 25th June 1996.
Kingfisher
On 29th April 1961 one flew across New Road from the ditches in the field opposite along our 
drive and over to the ditch which at that time went along what is now St David’s Road. I have 
seen this species a number of times at the lake, the last record in my notes was in November 
1998.
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
Now a rare bird, it used to be frequently seen in our old oaks. There was one on a cherry tree 
in the garden in November 1966.
Hooded Crow
This ‘relative‘ of our Common Crow was at one time a regular winter visitor to East Anglia. I 
have records of two over the garden in October 1956 and lone bird in November 1960.
This ‘relative‘ of our Common Crow was at one time a regular winter visitor to East Anglia. I 
have records of two over the garden in October 1956 and lone bird in November 1960.
Fieldfare
A regular winter visitor but I had the unusual sighting of a lone bird in the garden in July 
1964. 
Whinchat
Up to four of these autumn migrants in the garden at the end of August 1961.
Grey Wagtail
A surprise visit by two juveniles active around a garden bird drinking pool on 2
2008.
Starling
There was a huge winter roost in Smeeth Wood at Ketteringham in winters 1963/4 and 
1964/5 where totals were probably in excess of 500,000 birds. One evening I timed and 
estimated width and speed of a flock approaching the wood across the old A11 [B1172] near 
New Road. There could have been 250,000 birds in this one movement.
Reed Bunting
Two males were singing in corn [not reeds!] off New Road in April 1979.                DD

A FEW INTERESTING HETHERSETT BIRD RECORDS
I have looked through my notes to find a few sightings which I have found interesting over 

There has been a feral flock of this normally migrant goose, in the Yare Valley for several 
years. I first noticed them breeding in Hethersett Hall Park in 1990 with two pairs in 1995 
and three pairs in 1996 [broods of 3, 3 & 1].  They seemed to have to wait until the resident 
Canada geese had finished their breeding attempts before they managed to breed. A larger 
flock has appeared from time to time, especially when feeding on nearby stubble; notably 50 
in August 1995 and 57 in August a year later.

I recorded a lone specimen of this largely coastal winter visitor from Siberia with the 

Six were on the Hall Lake in February 1997.This is my only local record apart from UEA 

Single birds have been seen near the lake in April and May 2006 and again in April 2007.Single birds have been seen near the lake in April and May 2006 and again in April 2007.

Now regularly seen in the area. My first local sighting was one over the garden being mobbed 

My maximum sighting was of 62 in Hall Park, near the lake in January 1995.

April 1961 one flew across New Road from the ditches in the field opposite along our 
drive and over to the ditch which at that time went along what is now St David’s Road. I have 
seen this species a number of times at the lake, the last record in my notes was in November 

Now a rare bird, it used to be frequently seen in our old oaks. There was one on a cherry tree 

This ‘relative‘ of our Common Crow was at one time a regular winter visitor to East Anglia. I 
have records of two over the garden in October 1956 and lone bird in November 1960.
This ‘relative‘ of our Common Crow was at one time a regular winter visitor to East Anglia. I 
have records of two over the garden in October 1956 and lone bird in November 1960.

A regular winter visitor but I had the unusual sighting of a lone bird in the garden in July 

Up to four of these autumn migrants in the garden at the end of August 1961.

A surprise visit by two juveniles active around a garden bird drinking pool on 2nd September 

There was a huge winter roost in Smeeth Wood at Ketteringham in winters 1963/4 and 
1964/5 where totals were probably in excess of 500,000 birds. One evening I timed and 
estimated width and speed of a flock approaching the wood across the old A11 [B1172] near 
New Road. There could have been 250,000 birds in this one movement.

Two males were singing in corn [not reeds!] off New Road in April 1979.                DD
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WeathersettWeathersettWeathersettWeathersett

Hethersett Rainfall: 1989 Hethersett Rainfall: 1989 Hethersett Rainfall: 1989 Hethersett Rainfall: 1989 –––– 2011201120112011
A graph by Don DorlingA graph by Don DorlingA graph by Don DorlingA graph by Don Dorling

A colourful block graph -
with one colour for each month,
and one column for each year 

makes an eye-catching
splash telling us how wet

it was from over two decades ago.
With no dates, or scale,

if this were hung on a gallery wall,
the critics would Ooh and Aah
about the way the colours 
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about the way the colours 

balance each other 
on the pale grey background,

like skyscrapers lit up for Christmas.
Looking back, no one can remember

how much it rained each year,
save for a day or two
when a thunderstorm

wreaked havoc on patio or garden;
or someone came home wet through

after a downpour - but when?
Yet here it is showing
which one was worst,
which one was best ?

Last year it snowed and snowed,
while we shivered

in sub-zero temperatures.
Now we wonder what lies ahead.

BE.

A dripping June brings all things in tune. A dripping June brings all things in tune. A dripping June brings all things in tune. A dripping June brings all things in tune. 
after a particularly dry spring.
If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  
1st July was dry so we couldn’t test this one!
Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.
The first week of August was quite cold but to date (end of December) the winter has 
been very mild, so from a contrary point of view, there might be something in this one!
Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  
fairest September’s on record!
Much wind in October, much wind in December. Much wind in October, much wind in December. Much wind in October, much wind in December. Much wind in October, much wind in December. 
If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge 
and muck. and muck. and muck. and muck. November was a very mild month so not very much in the way of sludge or 
muck……….
Thunder in December foretells fair weather. Thunder in December foretells fair weather. Thunder in December foretells fair weather. Thunder in December foretells fair weather. 
whats to come?

WeathersettWeathersettWeathersettWeathersett

Adage Accuracy?Adage Accuracy?Adage Accuracy?Adage Accuracy?
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Adage Accuracy?Adage Accuracy?Adage Accuracy?Adage Accuracy?
A warm January, a cold May?A warm January, a cold May?A warm January, a cold May?A warm January, a cold May? Well, January 
was warm but then so was May…….
If February give much snow, a fine summer it If February give much snow, a fine summer it If February give much snow, a fine summer it If February give much snow, a fine summer it 
doth foreshowdoth foreshowdoth foreshowdoth foreshow.  We didn’t get any snow in 
February but then again we didn’t really get a 
fine summer either so perhaps something in 
this one …..
As it rains in March, so it rains in June. As it rains in March, so it rains in June. As it rains in March, so it rains in June. As it rains in March, so it rains in June. The 
rainfall in March was very low but June had 
above average precipitation!
If it rains on Easter Sunday it will rain on If it rains on Easter Sunday it will rain on If it rains on Easter Sunday it will rain on If it rains on Easter Sunday it will rain on 
every Sunday until Whitsuntide. every Sunday until Whitsuntide. every Sunday until Whitsuntide. every Sunday until Whitsuntide. It didn’t rain 
on April 24th (Easter Sunday) so we couldn’t 
really put this one to the test.
Ash before oak, we’re in for a soak, Oak Ash before oak, we’re in for a soak, Oak Ash before oak, we’re in for a soak, Oak Ash before oak, we’re in for a soak, Oak 
before ash, we’re in for a splash.  before ash, we’re in for a splash.  before ash, we’re in for a splash.  before ash, we’re in for a splash.  Oak was in 
leaf before ash and as 2011 was a particularly 
dry year, we have to agree with this one! 

A dripping June brings all things in tune. A dripping June brings all things in tune. A dripping June brings all things in tune. A dripping June brings all things in tune. June’s rainfall was certainly very welcome 

If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  If the first of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or less for four weeks together.  
July was dry so we couldn’t test this one!

Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.Be the first week of August warm, the winter will be white and long.
The first week of August was quite cold but to date (end of December) the winter has 
been very mild, so from a contrary point of view, there might be something in this one!
Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  Fair on the first of September, fair for the month.  This was certainly true! One of the 

Much wind in October, much wind in December. Much wind in October, much wind in December. Much wind in October, much wind in December. Much wind in October, much wind in December. Both windy so more or less true!
If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge If there’s ice in November that will bear a duck, there’ll be nothing after but sludge 

November was a very mild month so not very much in the way of sludge or 

Thunder in December foretells fair weather. Thunder in December foretells fair weather. Thunder in December foretells fair weather. Thunder in December foretells fair weather. No thunder this month so who knows 
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Final Words……Final Words……Final Words……Final Words……
Ninety-six people and a dog took part in this project which recorded 287 
species and found that there may be some truth in those old weather lores! We 
all enjoyed the survey and we hope that you will too. Meanwhile, we’ll leave the 
final words to George………….

NaturallyNaturallyNaturallyNaturally
Nature is in God’s good hands,Nature is in God’s good hands,Nature is in God’s good hands,Nature is in God’s good hands,

It flourishes at his commands,It flourishes at his commands,It flourishes at his commands,It flourishes at his commands,

And brings to all a lot of beauty,And brings to all a lot of beauty,And brings to all a lot of beauty,And brings to all a lot of beauty,And brings to all a lot of beauty,And brings to all a lot of beauty,And brings to all a lot of beauty,And brings to all a lot of beauty,

Respect for which is our duty,Respect for which is our duty,Respect for which is our duty,Respect for which is our duty,

So look around at wildlife,So look around at wildlife,So look around at wildlife,So look around at wildlife,

How nature manages without undue strife;How nature manages without undue strife;How nature manages without undue strife;How nature manages without undue strife;

Predation does take its place,Predation does take its place,Predation does take its place,Predation does take its place,

Removing those that can’t last the pace,Removing those that can’t last the pace,Removing those that can’t last the pace,Removing those that can’t last the pace,

But feeding others to continue the pack,But feeding others to continue the pack,But feeding others to continue the pack,But feeding others to continue the pack,

Only leaving the finest to keep on track.Only leaving the finest to keep on track.Only leaving the finest to keep on track.Only leaving the finest to keep on track.

Think about the things we do,Think about the things we do,Think about the things we do,Think about the things we do,

With little thought to see it through,With little thought to see it through,With little thought to see it through,With little thought to see it through,

Like the rubbish we convey to landfill,Like the rubbish we convey to landfill,Like the rubbish we convey to landfill,Like the rubbish we convey to landfill,

Instead of disposing it with skill,Instead of disposing it with skill,Instead of disposing it with skill,Instead of disposing it with skill,

Some will never be destroyed,Some will never be destroyed,Some will never be destroyed,Some will never be destroyed,

With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,

For nothing ever stands still,For nothing ever stands still,For nothing ever stands still,For nothing ever stands still,

Water, air and chemicals on it distil,Water, air and chemicals on it distil,Water, air and chemicals on it distil,Water, air and chemicals on it distil,

Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,

While producing gases, diluting the ozone.While producing gases, diluting the ozone.While producing gases, diluting the ozone.While producing gases, diluting the ozone.

Look to nature and follow suit,Look to nature and follow suit,Look to nature and follow suit,Look to nature and follow suit,

Modify actions, and recruitModify actions, and recruitModify actions, and recruitModify actions, and recruit

Others to put it right,Others to put it right,Others to put it right,Others to put it right,

So many mistakes clearly in sight,So many mistakes clearly in sight,So many mistakes clearly in sight,So many mistakes clearly in sight,

Everyday actions need more thought,Everyday actions need more thought,Everyday actions need more thought,Everyday actions need more thought,

Final Words……Final Words……Final Words……Final Words……
six people and a dog took part in this project which recorded 287 

species and found that there may be some truth in those old weather lores! We 
all enjoyed the survey and we hope that you will too. Meanwhile, we’ll leave the 

NaturallyNaturallyNaturallyNaturally
The natural world cannot be bought,The natural world cannot be bought,The natural world cannot be bought,The natural world cannot be bought,

The human race has taken its toll,The human race has taken its toll,The human race has taken its toll,The human race has taken its toll,

Destroying forever species from the scroll,Destroying forever species from the scroll,Destroying forever species from the scroll,Destroying forever species from the scroll,

With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,

Destroying forever species from the scroll,Destroying forever species from the scroll,Destroying forever species from the scroll,Destroying forever species from the scroll,

Some was caused by overSome was caused by overSome was caused by overSome was caused by over----indulgence,indulgence,indulgence,indulgence,

Others by complete indifference,Others by complete indifference,Others by complete indifference,Others by complete indifference,

Ignorance has also played its part,Ignorance has also played its part,Ignorance has also played its part,Ignorance has also played its part,

And that is only just a start,And that is only just a start,And that is only just a start,And that is only just a start,

For man is destroying the world,For man is destroying the world,For man is destroying the world,For man is destroying the world,

Polluting everything there on hold,Polluting everything there on hold,Polluting everything there on hold,Polluting everything there on hold,

That is earth, water and air,That is earth, water and air,That is earth, water and air,That is earth, water and air,

Because one takes not sufficient care.Because one takes not sufficient care.Because one takes not sufficient care.Because one takes not sufficient care.

This kind of destruction is not alone,This kind of destruction is not alone,This kind of destruction is not alone,This kind of destruction is not alone,

Many actions are needed if we are to atone,Many actions are needed if we are to atone,Many actions are needed if we are to atone,Many actions are needed if we are to atone,

We must get results,We must get results,We must get results,We must get results,

And not continue our insults,And not continue our insults,And not continue our insults,And not continue our insults,

So use a car in real need,So use a car in real need,So use a car in real need,So use a car in real need,
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With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,With others different reactions are employed,

Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,Polluting soil and drainage, breaking bone,

So use a car in real need,So use a car in real need,So use a car in real need,So use a car in real need,

And not be dictated just by speed,And not be dictated just by speed,And not be dictated just by speed,And not be dictated just by speed,

Walk or cycle, whenever possible,Walk or cycle, whenever possible,Walk or cycle, whenever possible,Walk or cycle, whenever possible,

Public transport is available.Public transport is available.Public transport is available.Public transport is available.

Our offspring’s future is in our hands,Our offspring’s future is in our hands,Our offspring’s future is in our hands,Our offspring’s future is in our hands,

And with it the world as it now stands.And with it the world as it now stands.And with it the world as it now stands.And with it the world as it now stands.

Take heed.Take heed.Take heed.Take heed.




